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Life & Style 
Connie Briscoe 
signs her new 
book 'PG 
County' 
THE ILLTOP 
in HUB. B2 The Student Voice of Howard University Since 1924 
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In Remembrance, 
Veter.an's Day 
;African America,, Contribution~ to American Wa11s 
• CrispWi Attuck.<1, a black man, wa'i the first "martyr of the American Revolution." 
• 156,000 Blacks volunteered to fight in the Civil War. Initially, there was a two-tier pay scale for Blacks and Whites. 
Blacks also received inferior to broken down equipment. 
• More than 350,000 African Americans served in segregated units during World War I. 
• In 1942, during World \Varn, in a Jetter to the Pittsburgh Courier, James G. Thompson called for a JJouble V Campaign 
to achieve two victories: over the A~s powers in World \Var Il and over racial prejudice in the Unit~fl Stfltes. 
• In June 1950, during the Korean \Var, almost 100,000 African-Americans were on active duty in the U.S. armed forces, 
equaling about 8 percent of total manpower. By the end of the war, an estimated more than 600,000 African• 
Americans had served in the military. 
• In October 1951, the all-black 24th Infantry Regiment, a unit established in 1869, which had served during the Spanish-
American War, World War I, World War n and the beginning of the Korean War, was disbanded, essentially ending 
segl'egation in the U.S. Anny. 
• African Americans composed approximately fifteen percent of America's Vietnam War battle force- four percent high-
er than the total African American population stateside. 
• During the years 1968-1970 the number of (male) African Americans serving in South Vietnam exceeded the number 
of black servicemen stationed in all of North and Southern Europe, those attending graduate school, those receiving 
college degrees, or those serving in any of the U.S. Army's various military districts. 
• During the Gulf\Var, Although African Americans made up only 12 percent of America's military age population, the, 
comprised 26 percent of American military power. 
The Vietnam War Memorial on the Mall. 
Bush's 
Education 
Policy 
Continues 
to Spark 
Debate 
By Ruth L. Tisdale 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The 'No Child Left Behind' 
bill signed into law January 2001 
by President Bush has continued 
to be the center of much debate 
among educators and was the 
basis for a panel discussion held 
by Body of Christ ministries 
recently in Blackburn Center. 
The law requires schools to 
have exit exams for graduating 
high school seniors. 
According to Children 
Trends, a non-profit organiza-
tion, about five million youths 
between the ages of 14 to 24 are 
classified as high school 
dropouts, children of incarcerat-
ed parents, or welfare recipients. 
These numbers do not include 
the many youtl1s who are per-
forming at below grade level. 
J ulie Mikuta, a Board of 
Education Representati\'e for 
District of Columbia Public 
Schools, said tl1e 'No Child Left 
Behind' law was created to 
improve the failing schools that 
have plagued the American edu-
cation system. 
"Thls new bill says that par-
ents with students in low per· 
forming schools can have the 
option to send their children to· 
high performing schools," 
Mil."Uta said. ''If in five years the 
low perfornling schools are still 
not performing efficiently then 
the government can step in and 
change the principal and the 
staff." 
Govemment officials aim to 
improve the test scores of 
American students so tl,ey can 
become on par with students on 
the level abroad. 
"On tl1e fourth grade level 
tl,e United States is ranked num-
ber one among fourth graders 
See BUSH page AB 
_..._ ____________ -
Magic Johnson Headliner at 
Starbucks' Grand Opening Friday 
By Ruth L. Tisdale 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The first pour which was shared 
by Ken Lumbard, president of 
Johnson Development Inc., Anthony 
Williams, mayor of Washington, 
D.C., Howard Schultz, founder of 
Starbucks Inc., Jannette Dates, Dean 
of Communications at Howard, and 
Ervin Magic Johnson, founder of 
,Johnson De,•elopment, officia lly 
opened the new Starbucks located in 
the Howard University Bookstore. 
The grand opening of Starbucks 
began with a business symposium, 
which featured Schultz and Johnson. 
Schultz emphasized at the sym-
posium that business is not just 
about making money; it was about 
making friendships and partnerships. 
"I stressed to the business stu· 
dents that the company you keep is 
an integral part of having a good 
company,· said Schul tz. "Of the many 
Magic J ohnson Starbucks' that we 
have opened, this one is probably the 
most special because Howard stu· 
dents will have employment opportu• 
nities." 
After the business symposium, 
Lumbard, Williams, Dates, Schultz, 
and Johnson met in the HUB to ded-
icate the new Starbucks. 
"With the great leaders that are 
coming from Howard, Howard 
Square should be just as popular as 
Harvard Square." said Williams. 
"This is just the beginning for 
Georgia Avenue. We plan to bring 
more retailers down to Georgia 
Avenue; said the mayor. Williams 
also read a declaration, which made 
Nov. 8 Starbucks Day in Washington, 
D.C. 
Dates welcomed the audience by 
reintegrating the Howard motto. 
"Howard is a community and we 
hope that this partnership will bring 
See STARBUCKS page AS 
Phoco b) M<1)a Gilliam 
Earvin "Magic" Johnson was the featured guest at the grand opening of the Starbucks coffee shop in the 
Bookstore. 
,r 
HU Mock 
Trial 
Team 
Wins Six 
Awards 
By Ke rry-Ann H amilton 
Campus Editor 
Howard Uni\'ersity's Mock 
Trial Team captured a sweep• 
ing victory at the St. Vincent's 
Invitational Tourn:iment in 
Greensburg, Pennsylvania over 
the weekend; the senior team 
won first place and the rookie 
team placed second overall. 
Mia Harmon, a senior legal 
communications major, won 
the top attorney award for the 
entire competition. 
"It is nice lo have other 
people recognize the hard work 
we put in preparing tourna-
ments," Harmon said. "The 
award was not a surprise to me 
because I am good." 
Among the other top win-
ners was Howard Universi ty 
Student Association President 
Cornell Williamson, who 
earned the outstanding attor-
ney and witness awards. 
"The Mock Trial Team is 
one of the hidden treasures at 
Howard University," 
Williamson sa id. "While other 
teams use thei r physical 
st rength, we use our mi nds." 
Williamson has won the 
top attorney award three times 
and top wi tness award four. 
However, he maintains each 
award is unique. 
"I would not have been 
able to win any of these awards 
without the hard work of my 
teammates a nd coaches," 
Williamson said. 
Felicia Walker, associate 
p rofessor and coach of the 
Mock Trial Team, is proud of 
the squads' performance. 
"l am excited about the way 
the season has started," Walker 
said. "But, we still have a long 
way to go." 
Bryan Hughes, a freshman 
management major, also won a 
See TRIAL page A 11 
VOICES 
& 
VIEWS 
Are Physical 
Education 
classes a waste 
of time? 
F.thnn Zugorc 
Senior, Biology 
Pensacola. FL 
·•1 don ·1 think it is u waste 
of time hecuase it tcache5 
you lo sta) fit and hc1lth) ... 
Sophhl Pc,iy 
Senior, Marketing 
Chicago, IL 
"l\o, it's important to have 
some fom1 of exercise to stav 
healthy.'' 
SteJlhanic Joy Tisdale 
Sophomore. F.ngli~h/Afro-
American Studi~ 
Philadcl1>hia, PA 
"P.E. has absolutely nothing 
to do with my academic 
enrichment " 
Akiliah Enns 
Junior, Psychology 
l\linmi, FL 
"No. it is not a waste of time 
when )OU put your all into 11. 
But for those who don't care. 
it proba hly ,s:· 
Comp1kJ hy Harvc-v Jennkin-, .. 
A2 
Students and Some 
Administration Battle P.E. 
By Cotilya K. Brown 
Contributing Writer 
For many, classes com-
prised of running, push-ups, 
jumping jacks, and sit-ups are 
a waste of time. 
An active lifestyle is credit-
ed in decreasing the risk of 
premature death, reducing the 
risk of cardiovascular diseases 
and also helping to build and 
maintain healthy bones and 
muscles. 
In the School of 
Communications, students are 
required to take four physical 
education courses to graduate. 
JeRon Tucker, a sophomore 
legal communications major 
from Portland, Ore. says phys-
ical education is counterpro-
ductive. 
"I feel like physical educa-
tion classes are a waste of 
time," Tucker said. "I don't 
mind taking the classes but it 
becomes questionable as to 
why School of 
Communications majors have 
to take so many." 
In the United States, there 
is an increasing awareness of 
health problems that are 
caused by inactivity. According 
to the National Center for 
Health Statistics, 50 percent of 
American adults are over-
weight. 
Schronda White, a junior 
biology major from Chicago, 
does not agree that physical 
education should be mandatct-
ry. 
"I don't think that they 
[administration] should 
require us to take gym classes. 
I mean, this is college right?" 
White asked. •r think that a 
physical education course 
should be an option rather 
than a requirement, especially 
swimming.• 
Another student that feels 
Bison in Granada, 
Spain 
Studying in 
Europe versus 
the U.S. 
By Niambi Wilder 
Studying in Granada, 
Spain, aside from hearing lec-
tures in Spanish, is too differ-
ent from studying in the 
States. The University of 
Granada (UGR), like Howard, 
is one entity with several 
schools/departments ("facul-
tades") specializing in different 
fields. 
It has two large campuses, 
one housing four schools and 
the other housing six, in two 
different parts of Granada. 
There are also schools, such as 
law, architecture and transla-
tion, that cannot be found on 
these two main campuses, sim-
ilar to the law and divinity 
schools at Howard. 
Another off-campus school 
where one can find the majori-
ty of study abroad students 
attending classes is the Centro 
de Lenguas Modernas 
(Modern Languages Center) or 
CLM as the students call it. 
I say "the majority of study 
abroad students• because 
there are those brave souls that 
venture out and take classes at 
the regular university as well, 
but classes there are much 
harder primarily because they 
are geared towards Spanish 
students. CLM is designed 
specifically for foreign stu-
dents studying Spanish and 
other subjects in Spanish and 
also for Spanish students 
studying other languages. 
The biggest difference 
between the European educa-
tion system and the American 
education system is that the 
European system is much 
more focused on the student as 
an independent learner. It is 
not the professor's job to make 
sure the student learns. The 
professor's job is to lecture the 
material. lt is the student's 
responsibility to make sure 
he/she learns. 
While the professors 
understand that the students 
have a dual task of grasping 
the class material and the lan-
guage in whicl1 the material is 
given, in no way do they baby 
us. 
The lecturers have a set 
amount of material to cover 
and doing so is their primary 
Photo court,sy of the Bi!OO Yc3'1>ook 
Nlambl WIider. 
concern. Tf students have any 
delailed questions, they can set 
up a time to meet them during 
their office hours at their 
respective 'facultades,' but 
between going to class, explor-
ing the city and travelling to 
other countries, who has time 
for that? 
That is one of the reasons· 
why every Tuesday and 
Thursday you will find me sit-
ting in the front of my Islamic 
Culture class with my tape 
recorder on the corner of my 
desk so that I do not miss a 
thing my professor says. 
Although he speaks clearly and 
at a good pace, it is a lot hard-
er to write notes in Spanish 
than you think. 
ls studying in Spain harder 
or easier than studying in 
America? As with most 
answers, it is not that black 
and white. A lot of it depends 
largely on the class, the profes-
sor and the student. 
Once a student arrives at 
CLM, he/she takes a place-
ment test and is placed in 
his/her appropriate level, 
which in turn determines the 
classes he/she can take. But for 
the most part, the classes 
offered to all students range 
from Spanish Grammar to 
Islamic Culture, and from Art 
History to Italian. 
Which classes a student 
decides to take all depends on 
the arrangements he/she 
makes with his/her home uni-
versity, study abroad program 
and theCLM. 
Classes are a little more 
challenging in that classes are 
two hours of lecture and the 
professors do not make it a 
habit of assigning a lot of work. 
Therefore, the student has to 
rely on notes and remembering 
to review them on occasion. 
What is even worse is that 
the majority of the professors 
wait until the final exam to see 
what the students have 
retained. The grading system is 
See BISON page A11 
physical education should be 
an option rather than a 
requirement is Michael Ivey, a 
freshman from Philadelphia. 
"Physical education should 
be a personal choice," Ivey 
said. "Not everyone wants to 
be physically fit, those who 
want to should take physical 
classes and those who don't 
shouldn't be required." 
Students in the College of 
Allied Health have to take two 
physical education classes, but s;..11...:,_.;;;;....,:...;_~ ..... -..;. ___ .;.. ___ ;_;_;;::;....;,,::1 
are not required to take health Photo by Amanda Welch 
related courses in the depart-
ment of Physical Education, 
Delores Mounsey, associate 
professor of the College of 
Allied Health explained. 
"Our students are required 
to take physical education 
classes to promote physical fit-
ness," Mounsey said. "They 
don't have to take a health 
class like some other schools 
require their students because 
Some students feel physical education classes are a waste 
of tl!Jle. 
that is what our students are 
here to major in." 
In the College of Arts and 
Sciences, students are required 
to take four physical education 
courses (swimming, health, 
and two physical activities). 
Associate Dean for the Natural 
Sciences, Robert Catchings III, 
is in favor of physical educa-
tion being a part of the under-
graduate curriculum. 
"College is not just for 
mental or intellectual stimula-
See PE page A11 
--, 
Pholo ~ H, r-.cy Jcniuns 
Geoffrey Johnson, promotions director; Johnny Jones, general manager and NIies 
Goodwin, music director/head DJ take time off from their busy day. 
WHBC 830 AM Keeping . 
Listeners Snapping and Topping 
By Kellie Carter 
Contributing Writer 
Its rhythms can be heard 
reverberating in the basement 
of the C.B. Powell building, 
WHBC 830 AM, a radio station 
for students operated by stu-
dents has been supplying 
Howard University with R&B, 
Hip-Hop and great radio pro-
duction for over 27 years. 
Johnny J. Jones, a senior 
radio production major and 
general manager for the sta-
tion, said the station is growing 
as a radio-training laboratory 
for students interested in the 
field of radio. 
"We want our audience to 
get their source of music from 
the campus radio station, but 
at the same time the main 
focus is for students to get 
trained in radio and hands on 
experience in radio," Jones 
said. 
Jones and his staff thank 
WHUR for their instrumental 
role in making the station what 
it is now. Jim Watkins, gener-
al manager of WHUR, has 
been very supportive of the 
radio station. 
"Without him, a lot of 
things that take place would 
not be possible. He's a mentor 
and ad\isor at the radio sta-
tion: Jones said. 
Shamikia Dobbins, pro-
ductions director and a senior 
radio production major, is in 
her second year working at 
WHBC. 
"I love the station. I Jove 
watching it grow." Dobbins 
said. "I've seen it from its mea-
ger means to growing to where 
it is now.'" 
Dobbins recommends 
working at WHBC to other stu-
deots because of the invaluable 
experience. 
"You get to work the 
boards and sec what it would 
really be like working for a 
radio station as an on-air per-
sonality." Dobbins said. ·1 
think it's a great way to find out 
if radio is really what vou want 
to do." 
The WllBC management 
and staff have big plans for the 
near future. Currently, they are 
working on a proposal to get 
towers put on the roof of the 
School of Communications 
thus broadening reception 
from some dorms to the 
District and the local commu-
nities as well. 
Geoffrey John~on, promo-
tions director and a senior 
radio production major from 
Savannah, Ga., has been work-
ing with \o\'HBC for two years. 
He has organized a station 
sponsored promotional event 
to raise money for sickle cell. 
The goal is to fill two bins or 
more of pennies or coins to be 
donated to the sickle-cell foun-
dation. 
Donations can be made in 
front of the WHBC office in the 
basement of the School of 
Communications. There will 
also be street teams to collect 
funds. 
Tessa Smith. a sophomore 
print journalism major, from 
New York, enjoys the music 
but has reservations. 
"They play the latest 
mus ~ but : •'s not really effec 
tivc as a T\' broadcast." Smith 
said. 
Meagan Ford, program 
director of WH BC, a junior 
legal communications major, 
said the 1V broadcast was pro-
vided as alternative when the 
University took down the radio 
towers. 
·1t would improve student 
listener-ship on the show. 
partly because of the fact that 
we're on television and you 
can't get us on the dial any-
more. It poses a problem 
because WH BC is not on the 
dial, so you can't turn it on in 
your car and listen to it.• 
The televised broadcast is 
not to visually entertain stu-
dents, but to offer musi 
through the medium of televi-
sion, while the PowerPoint 
presentations arc posted fo 
announcements and advertise-
ment purposes. 
WHBC has a staff of 40 
and is committed to continuing 
to serve the Howard University 
community. 
If you are interested in 
joining the WHBC team, an 
interest meeting will be held in 
the spring. 
Send questions, com-
ments, concerns or requests to 
WHBC_83oam@yahoo.com. 
The Hilltop November 12, 2002 
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Campus 
Reacts to 
Arizona 
Shootings 
Wearing High Heels Everyday Hazardous to Feet 
By Robin Allison Davis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Shortly after 8 a.m. on 
Monday, Oct. 28, Robert Stewart 
Flores, a student at the 
University of Arizona's nursing 
school, shot and killed three of 
his professors before shooting 
himself. 
By Lauren Childress 
Contributing Writer 
At 9:00 a.m. the yard is 
beginning to bustle with the 
activities of everyday student 
life. 
Good . mornings are 
exchanged, birds are chirp-
ing, squirrels are scurrying 
along the grass and the click-
ing of pointy-toed, 4-5-inch 
stiletto boots can be beard 
along the highly inclined 
concrete hills th rough out 
campus. 
percent of people who suffer 
from foot problems are 
women. 
Dorothy Pringle is the 
associate director of nursing 
services at the Howard 
University Health Center and 
recalls wearing high heels to 
work everyday. 
"I didn't think about the 
harm I was causing to my 
body from standing on my 
feet all day with high heels,• 
Pringle said. 
Pllo«o by M•)'ll Oilli,m According to reports from 
The Arizona Daily Wildcat, 
Flores was allegedly upset by 
several recent failing grades. 
For many fashion con-
scious students, stiletto heels 
are a dazzling way to make 
an ordinary outfit standout, 
especially in the fall and win• 
ter seasons, from python, 
alligator, and snake print, to 
the classic colors of red and 
black. 
Pringle is now suffering 
from severe knee problems 
and orthopedic problems 
and is concerned about see• 
ing students in the health 
center for ankle sprains and 
breaks from mJuries sus-
tained from high stiletto 
heels. 
Although fashlonable, heels can cause health problems for women's feet. 
The incident at the 
University of Arizona has been 
widely discussed by campus offi• 
cials and as well as students at 
Howard University. 
Stress is partially attributed 
to this violent incident. 
However, Afshin Nili, a psy• 
chology intern with University 
Counseling, said Flores' actions 
were not a normal reaction to 
stress. 
"Other things that could 
have attributed to the incident 
are low self~teem, paranoia, 
Jack of social rapport, and cases 
of previous violence in the per-
son's life; Nill said. 
She encourages students to 
look within themselves and 
within their friends for these 
signs. 
Justin Groves, a junior PSY· 
chology major, thinks a similar 
incident is possible on Howard's 
campus. 
"I wouldn't do that because I 
don't let things get that stressful 
to the point of breaking," Groves 
said. 
Everyone has eiqierienced 
levels of stress in their life, but 
according to Ashley Caldwell, a 
freshman political science major 
from Texas, it does not justify the 
incident. 
"I can understand the stress 
and the problems he may have 
been experiencing, however, I 
don't think that murder or sui-
cide is ever justifiable," Caldwell 
said. 
Teachers on campus are not 
fearful of a similar incident. 
Daniel Williams, a professor of 
mathematics does not believe 
that this can happen at Howard. 
"I believe that if someone is 
unstable, they would be very 
noticeable,• Williams said. 
The University Counseling 
Service is open to any student 
that feels that they need counsel-
ing for stress, anxiety, and PSY· 
chological issues. They will pro-
vide you with help through psy-
chotherapy or prescriptions. 
They can be contacted at 
202-806-6870. For security 
emergencies contact the campus 
police at 202-806 1100 
Some female students 
say stilettos provide a way to 
walk with confidence, grace, 
and femininity, and they give 
the illusion of longer legs. 
However, the fact that 
stiletto heels can be haz-
ardous to one's health is a 
factor that many female stu-
dents overlook. In fact, 90 
''Those heels can throw 
your entire body alignment 
off especia lly walking up 
concrete hills," Pringle said. 
"Having your feet in such a 
tight position all day long 
can also cause deformity, 
fungus, corns, and harder 
toes." 
According to a study con-
ducted by Casey Kerrigan, an 
associate professor of physi-
cal medicine at Harvard 
Medical School, wide clunky 
heels can increase the risk of 
knee problems as much, or 
more than, spindly-heeled 
stilettos. 
"Wide-heeled shoes give 
you the perception of more 
stability when you're stand-
ing, and they feel comfort-
able, so women wear them all 
day long," Kerrigan said. 
"They are better for your feet 
Students Grapple with 
Winter Blues 
By Jodi Hurt 
Contributing Writer 
Scarf, coat, gloves, boots, 
45 degrees Celsius and dark at 
4:30 p.m.; winter is almost 
here. 
The weather in the 
Washington area in the past 
few weeks has been often 
rainy, overcast and chilly. 
Some Howard students 
are dreading the first day of 
winter, while District natives 
explain the worst is yet to 
come as the wind chill and the 
snow have not been added to 
the equation. 
Ivonna Smith, senior 
speech therapy major and 
District resident, anticipates a 
cold winter. 
"This is just the way D.C. 
is. When you have a really hot 
and humid summer, the win-
ter is always terrible," Smith 
said. 
The heating system has 
been turned on in the dorms, 
which has caused some stu• 
dents to hibernate in their 
rooms. 
The cold weather brought 
the need for sweatshirts, 
many chose ones which are 
Howard paraphernalia, sweat 
pants, coats, and letterman's 
jackets. 
. Tl}ere are many things to 
adapt to while some students 
are so far away from home. 
Students come to Howard 
from all over the United 
States and the world. 
Some students are from 
the tropical conditions of 
Hawaii or Barbados while 
others are from the frigid con-
ditions in Michigan or 
Canada. 
Kiana Moore, a freshman 
from Hawaii, prefers the 
weather at :iome. 
"I hate being cold and this 
is ridiculous," Moore said. "I 
had to go shopping for all new 
winter clothes because I did-
n't have any." 
There are other students 
that are adapting to the 
weather change a little easier 
than others since they've 
spent their entire life bracing 
the cold. 
Shannon McGhee, a 
freshman from Chicago, is 
content with the weather in 
the District. 
"There is not much of a 
difference, but I know that 
once winter comes around it 
will be no sweat [not a prob-
lem] because I am from the 
windy city," said McGhee. 
Students from the 
Washington area, such as 
William Hall, a sophomore 
from Baltimore, did not 
notice the difference. 
"This is just how it is at 
home so it is no big thing for 
me," Hall said. 
Students are now getting 
a taste of what winter is going 
to be like. Some look forward 
to the snow ball fights but 
others are dreading the harsh 
condi tions of D.C.'s winter 
blizzards, while some mem-
bers of the senior class remi-
nisce of the snow days of their 
freshman year when school 
was cancelled. 
than stiletto heels, but just as 
bad for your knees." 
Rachael Jennings, a 
sophomore biology major, 
refuses to trade the comfort 
of causality for the throbbing 
pain of vanity. 
"I have classes all over 
campus, from Douglass Hall 
to the valley, then I have to 
walk down the hill to the 
East Towers," Jennings said. 
"It doesn't make sense wear• 
Photo by Am:lll<la Wel\h 
Essence Sweat, a 
marketing major, bun-
dles up on a cold day 
last week. 
ing high heels and to me 
that's not beauty when you 
think about how your feet 
will look later in life." 
Florace Juba is a second 
year business management 
major and tries to wear 
stilettos heels everyday and 
said a little pain is incompa-
rable to the feeling she gets 
from wearing stilettos. 
See HEELS page A11 
The 2003 Japan Exchange and ·Teaching Program 
t 
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan 
Learn about Japanese culture and people ~----
Gain international exper~ence #~ - --
Requirements 
• Have an excellent command of the English language 
• Obtain a bachelor's degree by June 30, 2003 
• Be a U.S. citizen 
• Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year 
Applications are now available. The deadline for applying is December 5. 2002. 
For rnore information and an application contact the Embassy of Japan, Office of the JET Program in 
Washington D.C. at 2520 MassachlJSetts Avenue. N.W., Washington. DC 20038. 
Call (202) 238-6772/6773 or 1-800-INFO-JET or ernail: eojjet@erols.co1n or eojjet@hotmail.com. 
The application can also be found at www.us.e1nb-japan.go.jp 
November 12, 2002 The Hilltop A3 
Dupont Circle, A Possible Stress Reliever for Students 
By Chris Wall 
Contributing Writer 
Mid-semester has recently 
passed-and some students 
were finding themselves 
stressed with a heavy work-
load. 
• After my mid-terms, I 
went out with my friends. I 
needed to regroup," said soph- liiiiiiiii,,,..-
omore biology major from - ...... ;;:1 
Atlanta, Crystal Evans. 
Howard students are only a 
few minutes away from the 
Dupont Circle community, 
located between Connecticut, Q 
and R streets, which has muse-
ums, historic homes and man-
sions. 
Stress and anxiety among 
college students is just as 
prevalent as in adults. Mya 
Haney, a D.C. resident from 
North Hampton, Mass. said, 
"The relaxing park area in 
Dupont Circle is a definite 
stress reliever." 
The 23 year-old full-time 
missionary frequently visits 
and enjoys the bookshops. 
Stress can be exhibited as a 
reaction to academic pressures. 
Over-scheduling a student's life 
can put him/her under stress. 
Dupont Clrlce, located In northwest D.C. Is a popular place for students to hang-out. 
"I like to have all my class-
es back-to-back so I can chill 
before I go to work," said Ameri 
Corps, member Apryl Shaw. 
Being in the School of Business 
helps cut stress for many busi-
ness students because there are 
no classes held on Friday's. 
"I like the three-day week-
Virginia Voters Pa-ss Bond Referendum 
By Jon Breece 
Cavalier Daily (U. Virginia) 
(U-WIRE) CHAR-
LOTTESVILLE, Va. - Virginia 
voters overwhelmingly 
approved the $900 million 
General Obligation Bond 
Tuesday, and University of 
Virginia officials couldn't be 
happier. 
"It's great news for every 
college and university in 
Virginia," university spokes-
woman Louise Dudley said. 
With all precincts report-
ing, the bond passed with a 73 
percent majority. 
The $68.3 million in bond 
money allocated to the univer-
sity will allow officials to set out 
on a decade of building renova-
tion and construction, universi-
ty Provost Gene Block said. 
Bond money will be used 
partially to fund three new 
buildings: a new arts and sci-
ences building behind New 
forward, officials first must 
request a release of the fonds 
from Richmond following the 
sale of the bonds." said 
, Leonard W. Sandridge, execu-
tive vice president and chief 
operating officer. 
Cabell Hall, a new medical 
research facility and a $39 mil-
lion research engineering 
building. 
Many of these projects also 
require private matching funds 
by the university. 
Also planned are renova-
tions to teaching labs in Gilmer 
Hall and Fayerweather Hall 
and four infrastructure proj-
ects. 
"Before the university's 
nine planned projects can go 
"Unlike 1992, the bond 
money will not come to the 
university in a large chunk but 
over the course of the next five 
to six years," said Colette 
Sheehy, university vice presi-
dent for management and 
budget. 
"The General Assembly 
stipulated in legislation passed 
last April that the 
Commonwealth may only sell 
$250 million in bonds for an 
individual year," Sheehy added. 
"State institutions, there-
fore, must prjoritize projects 
and compete for state funding." 
Block said. Despite such com-
plications tl1ough, all the slated 
university projects should be 
completed within a decade. 
The university must submit 
plans to Richmond by January 
for public money but Sandridge 
and Sheehy said those projects 
with substantial private fund-
ing might break ground faster 
than projects requiring more 
public money. 
"The university also will 
raise an additional $85 million 
for capital projects to comple-
ment bond generated money," 
Sheehy said. 
"University policy prohibits 
new building projects if 100 
percent of funding is not 
pledged," she added. 
All university officials 
praised student contributions 
to the passage of the referen-
dum. 
"Students were extraordi-
nary in getting out the vote," 
Sandridge said. 
Voters also passed the 
smaller $119 million bond ref-
erendum on parks and open 
spaces. 
D.C. Voters Prevented from Voting to 
Legalize Marijuana 
By Porsha D. Summerville 
Contributing Writer 
Marijuana advocates point 
the finger at Congressman Bob 
Barr, of Georgia, as the man 
that overturned a bill on the 
D.C. voting ballot known as 
Initiative 59, wbicb allowed 
patients to use marijuana for 
medical purposes. 
D.C. voters passed the ini-
tiative in November of 1998. 
Initiative 59 was passed by 
69 percent of District voters 
and would have potentially 
allowed ill people to use mari-
juana for medical purposes if 
approved by their doctor. 
According to The National 
Organization for the Reform of 
Marijuana Laws (NORML), 
marijuana is used medically for 
multiple reasons, such as pain 
relief-particularly of naturo-
pathie pain (pain from nerve 
damage)-, nausea, glaucoma, 
and movement disorders. 
Marijuana used medically 
can also be a powerful appetite 
stimulant specifically for 
patients suffering with HIV or 
dementia. 
A4 
,-----------------------~ voting ballot. 
This decision has taken 
voters' opportunity to vote for 
or against legalizing marijuana 
by removing the issue from this 
year's election ballot. 
The Marijuana Policy 
Project (MPP) was disappoint-
ed about the federal appeals 
court decision. 
This advocacy group was 
responsible for collecting vot-
ers' signatures that supported 
the legalization of marijuana. 
MPP Assistant Director of 
Communications, Krissy 
Oechslin said, "Bob Barr has 
kept the issue from being on 
the ballot because of the 
Amendments that he has 
helped pass. He is not a repre-
sentative in Congress for this 
area and is largely impacting 
the decision made." Oechslin 
.__ ______________________ __. feels that there is no support on 
Photo courtesy ofwww.mun.ca th" . th 
Although, research has 
proven improvements in med-
ical conditions due to marijua-
na use. 
Richard Simon of George 
Washington University Medical 
Associates pointed out marijua-
na can be used for glaucoma 
,, 
but is not widely applied. 
"There are hundreds of 
other medications available, so 
marijuana would not be the 
first choice," Simon said. 
The federal appeals court 
decided to take the issue of 
legalizing marijuana off the 
1s 1SSue wi in Congress. 
"The issue was brought up 
in many hearings over and over 
again, so I was confident the 
support to legalize marijuana 
for medical purposes was pres-
ent. But, tl1e support did not 
come in the D.C. 
See WEED pag eA11 
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Dupont Circle is within 
close proximity to both Adams 
Morgan and Downtown 
Washington. 
It has a diverse population 
with Gay Pride Parades in the 
summer and a Halloween Drag 
Race in the fall. 
"I went [to Dupont Cirde] 
"~th my friends last school 
year," said music business 
major Alicia Reese. "We stayed 
all day and had so much fun," 
said Reese, a sophomore from 
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Teenagers congregate in 
the Dupont Circle Park on 
weekends while middle-aged 
men and ,women fill the coffee 
houses and cafes that line 17th 
Street. Residents and visitors 
can catch a brass band playing 
in front of the Dupont Circle 
Metro Station on a sunny day. 
Rach id Bludad, a 
Phoco by Angelique R,'<() 
Washington resident and full-
time employee of Midi Cuisine 
and Cafe, said he enjoys the 
diversity of the Dupont Circle 
area. Bludad has been 
employed at the Mediterranean 
restaurant for three years. 
end," said Shaw, a sophomore 
marketing major from Los 
Angeles. 
"I have seen a lot of differ-
ent people and cultures over 
See DUPONT page A11 
Maher Rides into 
D.C. with New 
Routine, Book 
By Julie Pezzino 
The Eagle (American U.) 
(U-WIRE) WASHINGTON -
You can kick Bill Maher off the 
networks, but you can't keep llirn 
from taJking - or writing. 
'l11e comedian/former talk 
show host arrived in the District 
Friday to perform his new stand-
up routine and promote his new 
book "When you ride ALONE 
you ride with bin Laden." 
Replace the word "bin 
Laden" with "Hitler; and you 
have the title of a famous World 
War II propaganda poster, dis-
tributed by the U.S. government, 
that encouraged citizens to car-
pool in order to conserve oil. 
According to Maher, both the 
poster and the message are the 
subject of his new tour, and they 
are issues that need to be 
addressed by tl1e current admin-
istration. 
Maher commissioned artists 
to paint current propaganda 
posters to be displayed in his 
book and in the backdrop of his 
stand up routines. 
The former host of 
"Politically Incorrect" believes the 
govenunent should be "unafraid 
to call on citizens to do stuff' to 
aid in the war on terrorism and 
Iraq, adding that little progress 
seems to have been made within 
the administration. 
He thinks the cover poster, 
and title, are telling of his mes-
sage. 
"We are in a battle with peo-
ple who are funded by oil," Maher 
said, adding that it makes logical 
sense for people to try to conserve 
tl1e substance. 
He said that while the U.S. is 
fighting one of tlie most oil-rich 
nations in tl1e world, he sees too 
many people concerned with a 
war on dn1gs. 
"Iraq doesn't sell drugs, they 
sell oil," he said 
Television won't have to wait 
long to see Maher again. He is 
planniJig a new show to air ne>.1 
year, but no more details were 
provided. 
Although he couldn't broad-
cast his comments live on the 
elections this year, he had plenty 
to say after the fact. . 
lf he were to host a show 
tonight, Maher said the topic 
would -be "how lame tl1e 
Democrats are, and how glad I 
BIii Maher. 
am that they lost." 
He added that the party 
deserved to lose the number of 
seats they did, saying if people 
had a choice between a real 
Republican and a fake 
Republican (Democrats) they 
would obviously choose the real 
one. 
Maher found it depressing 
that the most exciting candidate 
for the Democrats was Walter 
Mondale, who "is only slightly 
less dead tl1an Paul Wellstone 
himself." 
He added that he was 
shocked that Mondale lost, given 
his stature in Minnesota, and 
scoffed at Republicans who were 
angered by the political nature of 
Wellstone's funeral. 
"I hope they boo Trent Lott at 
my funeral too," he said. 
While he didn't give much 
credit to the American people for 
monitoring President Bush's 
handling of the war on terrorism 
or the economy, he didn't feel 
Tuesday's election was a referen-
dum on Bush. 
"People like Bush," Maher 
said. "They don't pay a lot of 
attention to what he does ... they 
just like him." 
Maher is particularly excited 
for his visit to the nation's capital. 
His show was taken off the 
air by local cable stations in D.C. 
nine months before the rest of the 
country. 
"Politically Incorrect• was 
supposedly cancelled by ABC 
after Maher was quoted as refer-
rilig to past United States military 
actions as "cowardly," although 
executives claim they were plan-
ning to readjust the lineup, 
according to cnn.com. 
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Young Men Make Their Presence Known to Retailers 
By Ashley Kelly 
Contributing Writer 
Ashford Thomas storms 
through Pentagon City Mall in 
search of the latest trendy fash-
ions. A freshman acting major, 
Thomas enjoys shopping and 
believes there's nothing wrong 
with guys being as into shop-
ping as girls are. 
"If girls go through all the 
trouble to look nice, then guys 
should at least put forth some 
effort,• he said. 
Thomas is not alone, as 
studies done by retail groups 
such as WSL Strategic Retail 
and NPD group indicate that 
men between the ages of 18 and 
24 are the fastest growing group 
of consumers. 
countiy and on Howard's cam-
pus. 
"Dressing is as important to 
men as women," Owuso said. "It 
seems to have come up in the 
last decade. Our outward 
appearance is as important to us 
as women's." 
Although some males are 
becoming more fashion con-
scious in order to impress girls 
on campus, this is not true for 
others. 
Kelly Fo•sett, a junior com-
puter graphics major, thinks the 
trend towards more male shop-
pers is only with younger guys. 
"I think that freshman and 
sophomore males have more of 
a competition going on in order 
to impress girls," he said. "The 
longer I'm here, the less I go to 
extremes to impress people." 
File Photo 
what really is catching fire,• she 
said. 
It has been noted by the 
NPD group that men between 
the ages of 18 to 24 are the pri-
mary buyers. Retail sales for 
this group have risen by 2.5 per-
cent, to $9.2 billion since 2001. 
Even though males are 
shopping more and c:rnsing 
sales to increase, this is not true 
for all clothing stores. In some 
stores, women still have the 
upper hand in retail sales. 
Banana Republic has not 
seen an increase in its men's 
clothing sales. Ian Preston, 
store manger, said the ratio 
between women and men 
remains at a constant 60 to 40 
percent, with women continu-
ing to be the top buyers. 
"Young men are becoming 
the new generation of con-
sumers,• said Candace Corlett, a 
partner in WSL Strategic Retail, 
a New York consulting firm. 
Sophomore acting major 
Kofi Owuso shares the gradually 
changing view of Thomas and 
many other young men in the 
Whatever it is - girls, the 
clothes, themselves or image -
that is driving males on 
Howard's campus to clothing 
stores, they are slowly becoming 
fashion's top consumers. 
Men's fashions are making big bucks, as men say dressing nicely Is "as Important to men 
as women." 
"The fashion ratio between 
men and women are coming 
closer together in urban areas,• 
he said. 
Up Against The Wall, which 
is an urban-brand clothing 
store, gets in more merchandise 
Terry J. Lundgren, presi-
dent of Federated Department 
stores, which owns Macy's and 
Bloomingdale's, agrees with 
Corlett's observation. 
'The young women's mar-
ket has been the hot category in 
apparel, but now young men's is See SHOP page A 11 
Gaspricewatch.com Helps Students Find Cheaper Gas 
By Krissy Posey 
Contributing Writer 
Erika Jordan, a senior psy-
chology major from Los 
Angeles, typed her local zip 
code into her computer. 
Out popped a list of gas sta-
tions and a map of their loca-
tion featuring gas prices lower 
than those she may have found 
by just going to the first station 
she passed while driving. 
However, few students at 
Howard know about the web-
site www.gaspricewatch.com. 
Brad Procter, the website's 
president and chief executive 
officer, started the company in 
April 1999 to save drivers 
money. The site allows con-
sumers to search their local gas 
stations for the lowest prices. 
The site features 138,171 
total gas station5 across the 
country and Canada, including 
the Texaco gas station at 
Georgia Avenue, the Amoco 
station at Rhode Island and 3ro 
Street, and the Hess on New 
Jersey and Rhode Island. 
Volunteer spotters who 
register to the site and post gas 
prices they have spotted in their 
area update prices weekly. It 
also allows gas stations to 
How to Stem the Tide of 
Negative Cash Flow 
By Shari James 
Contributing Writer 
At the end of the semester, 
many students find them-
selves in the same position -
broke, munching on a bag of 
stale potato chips and praying 
the holidays would come so 
they can go home. And while 
many can th.ink of numerous 
excuses for being broke, the 
main problem is improper 
money management. 
There is always going to be 
a new CD, the party this week-
end or that cute outfit. For 
those students who do have 
jobs, they may find the money 
problem a little less stressful, 
but many of them still don't 
know how to save money or 
keep from spending unneces-
sarily. 
According to Lucy 
Lazarony at bankrate.com, 
there are some tips students 
can use to alleviate the stress 
associated with being broke. 
Firstly, Lazarony said to 
keep track of spending habits. 
Are four trips to Starbucks a 
week really necessary? 
Mapping out a budget is the 
best way to monitor expendi-
tures. 
Budgeting gives a concrete 
idea of how much expenses are 
and what is left over for saving 
or spending. Try setting a limit 
by saying 'I am only going to 
spend X dollars this month.' 
"I always have money to 
take care of my bills and other 
little necessities," said senior 
management major Kurt 
Bogle. "I am not going to spend 
my money if I know that I have 
bills to pay." 
Some students always have 
the problem of being broke 
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after the first two semesters at 
school. An effective way of 
keeping money in your pocket, 
according to Lazarony, is by 
spreading out expenses over an 
ex1ended period, rather than 
spending it all at once. 
Everything does not have 
to be purchased at one time. It 
is better to buy things as they 
become necessary. Try looking 
for specials and legitimate 
deals and try to eat out only 
once or twice a week. 
Junior acting major Goldie 
Patrick admits to having a 
problem with budgeting. 
"I have no money, but I am 
trying to budget," Patrick said. 
"My parents try to help me by 
either giving me more money 
or they cut my funds." 
For those fortunate stu-
dents that do have their par-
ent's credit card or others that 
have a card of their own, the 
best advice is to think before 
you act, Lazarony said. 
Remember that everything 
purchased will incur some 
form of credit. 
Save the card and use it 
only when necessary or in the 
case of an emergency. That 
money that goes towards 
interest from the card could 
have been used to do some-
thing else. 
In other words, frivolous 
purchases 'ike a bag of potato 
chips and a soda are not 
worth it, she said. Get a debit 
card instead. 
Planning is key, also. 
Think about future bills 
and expenses like the $400 
cell phone bill or the road trip 
next month. Start putting 
money away to pay for it. This 
way when the large bill or the 
total for the trip comes as a 
surprise to others, money will 
be available to deal with it. 
Alicia Webster, a hospitali-
ty management major from 
Jamaica said she has mastered 
the art of budgeting very well. 
"I had no choice but to 
start budgeting," Webster said. 
"I am given a set amount of 
money every month from my 
parents and I don't work." 
Now a senior, Webster said 
the past few years have taught 
her a lot about money, and 
have made her wiser about 
spending and saving. 
Adrian G. Berg from MSN 
Money gives some other good 
tips to avoid the financial bat-
tle. These include using phone 
cards that are time efficient 
and reasonable, communicat-
ing via emails and even using 
the meal plan provided by the 
school. 
A lot of people lack finan-
cial skills and today's economic 
climate has increased the need 
for a tight budget, making 
money management one of the 
most important skills that 
someone can master in college. 
update their own prices elec-
tronically. 
Erika Jordan, a senior psy-
chology major at Howard 
University, said she finds the 
site especially helpful, given the 
high cost of gas. 
"I live in a big city and the 
site is a fast and efficient way to 
find the cheapest place to go for 
gas," Jordan said. "I would say I 
save between five and 10 cents 
The Hilltop 
per gallon by going to the site.• 
The savings have attracted 
millions of drivers. In July 
2000, for example, the site 
attracted 1.3 million visitors, 
earning it a ranking on Media 
Metrix lnc.'s list of fast growing 
websites. To be ranked, the site 
must have a monthly minimum 
of 500.000 visitors. 
Gasbuddy.com and 
Ottawagasprices.com are sites 
that display cheap gas prices; 
however, they are not as devel-
oped as Gaspricewatch.com, 
and they only feature gas sta-
tions in a limited area. 
"I have never heard of the 
site before but now that I know 
about it, maybe I should start 
using it," said Debbie Lee, a 
freshman biology major. 
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Grab a 'Chicken Boat' U.S. Immigration Policy for Haitians 
By S h ani Hilton 
Contributing Writer 
What's the largest city in 
America? New York or Los 
Angeles? Both are incorrect. 
With 20 million inhabitants, 
the largest city in America is 
Mexico City, capital of Mexico. 
.Mexico City lies on what 
used to be group of lakes. In 
1325, disciples of the god, 
Mexica, watched as the fulfill-
ment of a prophecy occurred: a 
new city would be built where 
an eagle was seen, perched on a 
cactus and eating a snake. 
For about 200 years, the 
city and its people prospered. 
In 1520, the Spanish, led by 
Hernan Cortes, arrived, 
claimed Mexico and named it 
New Spain. It gained independ-
ence in 1821. 
The official name ofMc:1.;co 
is the United Mexican States. 
There are 31 states and one fed-
eml district. Unlike the United 
States, voting is mandatory, 
although this rule is not rigidly 
enforced. 
The current president is 
Vicente Fox, who was elected to 
a six-year term in 2000. 
The population is 103-4 
million people, and while there 
are several indigenous lan-
guages used in Mexico, the offi-
cial language is Spanish. 
Fortunately, despite the 
increasing influence of the 
United States, many parts of 
Mexican culture remain the 
same. Traditional food and pro-
duce include the Chalupas de 
Pollo (a far cry from the Taco 
Bell dish), which is translated 
to "Chicken Boats." 
Chalupas de Pollo feature 
chicken breast, cheese, and 
potatoes on a tortilla. Also com-
mon is a dessert called Chongos 
Zamoranos, which is made of 
milk, sugar, cornstarch and 
limejuicc. 
Fruits and vegetables range 
from the ever-popular banana 
and pineapple to "pan de 
arbol," also known as bread-
fruit, as well as "tuna" a type of 
seedy cactus fruit with the 
spines removed. 
It matters little whether 
one eats a traditional dish at a 
small local restaurant, or 
spends the big bucks eating a 
gourmet creation, because in 
Mexico, dinner is just the 
beginning of the evening. 
One important part of 
spending time in Mexico is 
experiencing the nightlife. One 
can drive from Mexico City to 
Mazatlan, located on the Pacific 
Coast, arrive at midnight, and 
party in a place where closing a 
bar at two or three in the morn-
ing is .. early." 
With rich culture, mouth-
watering food, and some of the 
best party spots in the world, 
skip Florida ne:1.'t spring break 
and go to Mexico! 
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By Sean Jackman 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Unlike Cubans, who are 
automatically granted asylum 
in this country if they reach 
shore due to the 1966 Cuban 
Adjustment Act- also known as 
the "wet foot, dry foot" policy, 
Haitians and other migrants 
must apply for political asylum. 
About 150 of the 200 
Haitians jumping off a boat on 
Oct. 29 near Key Biscayne were 
detained by the authorities and 
taken to Krome Detention 
Center. A few were hospital-
ized, and about 20 remained on 
a Coast Guard cutter. 
The asylum process can 
only begin after the migrant 
passes a 'credible fear' inter-
view, showing that he has rea-
son to belie,•e he will be perse-
cuted in his home country. 
Normally they are released 
into the community as they 
work witl1 lawyers to prepare 
their asylum cases, but Haitians 
Mexico 
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BROWN AND THE 
COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS Walk-In Interviews (please apply during the 
shift you want to work) 
Day: Tue & Th 1pm-3pm 
Sticker shock. That describes 
your reaction to the cost of this 
semester's books. Brown says, 
college costs shouldn't make you . 
go broke. By working 
part-time at UPS, students . 
. can get as much as $1500 each 
semester. That could pay for 
books ... and a whole lot more . . 
like tuition. Now that's a 
big ticket item. Brown 
Is a-okay in my book. 
--- --- -
. -- ~-··-
Twilight: Tue & Th 6pm-8pm 
Night: Sun 1opm-11pm, 
Mon & Wed 10:3opm•u:3oam 
Preload: 11/18 at 6am 
WHAT CAN BROWN DO FOR YOU?"' 
To inquire about Part-Time Package Handler 
opportunities at UPS-Burtonsville 
(14841 Sweitzer ln, laurel), please call: 
301-497-1064 
) www.upsjobs.com 
AVAILABLE SHIFTS (All shifts arc approxlmotcly 3-1/2 to S hrs dally): 
A6 
O.1y • starts at 11:30am (Mon-Fri). Twilight• starts at 5:30pm (Mon-Fri). 
Night• starts at 10:30pm (Mon•Th)i 9:30pm (Sun), Prefoad • starti at 3:30am (Mon-Fri) 
Part-Time Package Handlers enjoy weekends & holld1-ys off, e.1rn great p.1y, get as much as $23,000 
in colle-ge education assistance through the UPS E.irn & Learn Progr.:1m1 receive outstanding beoeflts 
· (medical/dental/life, 401K~ a~~ much morel Equal Opportunity Employer 
are treated differently than 
other migrants, and are forced 
to remain in detention while 
they prepare their cases. 
This is because Haitians are 
generally viewed as economic 
emigrants rather than political 
refugees, and they generally 
ignore tl1e political realities in 
that country, where people do 
in fact face political persecu-
tion. 
The unfortunate truth is 
that Haitian refugees are treat-
ed as criminals. Coincidentally 
enough, their Cuban neighbors 
nearby are treated as victims 
when they apply for asylum. 
W'hy the double standard? 
Some state that Haitians are 
liable to vanish into America if 
granted asylum, but that argu-
ment can be levied against any-
one, regardless of nationality. 
"We always give preference 
to people fleeing communist 
countries,• said Leon Wildes, 
an immigration attorney. 
Haitians protest In Little Haiti. 
"Unfortunately, the application 
of asylum laws isn't equal." 
The Bush administration 
has defended its new policy 
towards Haitian refugees by 
saying that it is a reaction to 
intelligence that there may be a 
mass migration toward the 
United States in the future. 
Many political figures are 
in favor of changing the policy 
to allow Haitians a better 
chance at seeking asylum. 
Florida Governor Jeb Bush 
said, •1 believe Haitians should 
be treated like all other people 
who come to our shores." 
He has expressed his views 
to the officer at the 
Immigration and 
Naturalization Sen ice in 
charge of the case and to the 
White House. 
His Democratic challenger, 
Bill McBride, also denounced 
the current immigration policy. 
Vitamins Can Give 
You Life ... in Jail 
By Jonathan Grannum 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
If a young man steals a car, 
he is sentenced to nine months 
service. If an ex-con steals a 
bottle of vitamins, he gets life 
imprisonment. This is the 
state of affairs today in 
California. 
"It's necessary," said 
Lesley-Ann Jones, "because 
you need to teach them [repeat 
offenders] a lesson." 
Men and women alike who 
were previously convicted are 
being automatically sentenced 
25 years to life if they are con-
victed a third time. 
The three-strike law is 
sending ex-cons to jail for a 
Jong time. Some of these 
offenses may not be more than 
the theft of a slice of pizza. Yet, 
people believe that it is the 
right thing to do. 
"Why did they steal in the 
first place?" asked Lesley-Ann 
Jones, a junior mechanical 
engineering major. 
One such case was a man 
who stole $153 worth of chil-
dren's video tapes, as reported 
by Time Magazine. Due to the 
fact that he had already served 
four years for breaking into 
three homes and had also been 
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Meteor Sho•v 
During the early morning 
hours of November 19 A storm 
of shooting stars, possibly 
accompanied by bright fire-
balls, will fill the sky though a 
nearly full moon will outshine 
fainter meteors, a feat not to be 
repeated for at least another 
three decades. 
Peak times should be 
between midnight and sunrise 
when there would be two main 
outbursts; one for Europe and 
the other for North America 
and parts of northern South 
America. During the peak you 
can expect to see six to ten 
Leonids per second. For best 
viewing, one should go out 
early, get a dark spot avoid the 
moonlight, make sure you have 
the right equipment and enjoy. 
The Hilltop 
convicted of a shoplifting inci-
dent at Kmart, he was convict-
ed of petty theft and sentenced 
to a 50-years-to-life term in 
prison. Life in prison, for the 
abduction of Cinderella, Snow 
White and Free Willy 2; is this 
justified? 
Some people believe so. 
Marc Klass' daughter, Polly, 
from Petaluma, California was 
murdered by a parolee in 1993. 
Klass was originally opposed 
to the law and was quoted by 
Time as saying "It has gotten a 
lot more dirt bags off the 
streets." 
The statistics, however 
paint a different picture. The 
total number of criminals in 
California prisons as a result of 
the three-strike statute is cur-
rently at 7,100. Approximately 
350 of these men are in this 
predicament because of some 
non-violent misdemeanor. 
This issue at this point is 
before the Supreme Court and 
it will be in their hands to 
decide whether, in each case 
brought before them, the sen-
tence constitutes "cruel and 
unusual punishment.• This 
method of sentencing is in 
effect in 26 states, although 
California is the only state in 
which you can be sentenced to 
life for a nonviolent offense. 
A poll of HU students was taken to determine the 
percentage who support the 
"three strikes, you're out" law. 
Against 
60% 
Laser Test 
Successful 
In what it called a historic 
event, the U.S. Army Space and 
Missile Defense Command 
announced Tuesday that a laser 
had successfully destroyed an 
artillery projectile in flight. 
"Over the desert of New 
Mexico ... the Mobile Tactical 
High-Energy Laser (MTHEL) 
tracked, locked and fired a 
burst of photons on an artillery 
projectile. Seconds later, at a 
point well short of its intended 
destination, the projectile was 
destroyed," command officials 
said in a written statement. 
The exercise was one of a 
series of tests that will deter-
mine MTHEL's capabilities 
against a variety of targets, the 
statement said. 
3 U. of Cincinnati 
Students Killed 
On Monday last week, 
University of Cincinnati stu-
dent, Nicklaus Joyce shot his 
ex-girlfriend, Jennifer Duke, 
and her new boyfriend Nicklas 
For 
40% 
Indifferent 
0% 
Tipple, then turned the gun on 
himself. 
Duke was 19 and Tipple 
was 20. Both were students at 
the university's College of 
Applied Science, which is locat-
ed about two miles away from 
the university's main campus. 
Duke had ended her relation-
ship with Joyce, a 23-year-old 
engineering major, last month. 
Sue for No MVP 
Michael Croteau is seeking 
about $200,000 in psychologi-
cal and punitive damages from 
the New Brunswick Amateur 
Hockey Association after his 
16-year-old son, Steven, failed 
to win the Most Valuable Player 
(MVP) award. He also wants 
the trophy to be awarded to his 
son, who was so crushed that be 
lost his desire to play after find-
ing out he Jost the award to 
someone else at a banquet in 
March. 
Steven finished the season 
with a league leading 45 goals 
and 42 assists in 27 games, 
while the MVP finished fourth 
in scoring with 21 goals and 39 
assists. 
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-No Snow on Kilimanjaro? 
By Ria Marie Davis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Scientists are worried 
about the receding snowfields 
on Mount Kilimanjaro, Africa's 
highest peak on the border of 
Tanzania and Kenya, known for 
its picturesque ice cap. 
The mountain attracts 
more than 20,000 tourists to 
its beautiful ice fields each year 
and has provided a wealth of 
information to scientists about 
the history of the African cli-
mate, dating as far as back as 
n,ooo years ago. 
This accelerating glacial 
recession therefore spells doom 
for any further scientific studies 
geared towards the collection of 
information about the past cli-
mate of the region. Aerial pho-
tographs produced by satellites 
have confirmed that 
Kilimanjaro's white cap has 
been reduced by as much as So 
percent since 1900. 
Professor Lonnie 
Thompson of Ohio State 
University, who has researched 
the famous Tanzanian peak for 
over 20 years, and has done 
studies on other tropical peaks 
with similar conditions, said 
that if the current rate of glacial 
recession on the Kilimanjaro 
persists, "The ice will be gone 
some time between 2015 and 
2020 along \\~th the archive of 
climate history recorded in 
those glaciers." 
Ice cores drilled into the 
fields of Kilimanjaro have so far 
revealed that conditions on the 
continent have been "wetter 
and warmer" for the past 
u,ooo years. There were three 
catastrophic droughts on the 
continent occurring 8,300, 
5,200 and 4,000 years ago, the 
last of which occurred for 300 
years, leading to the collapse of 
then-existing civilizations. 
Global warming has been 
viewed as a possible causal fac-
tor of Kilimanjaro's diminish-
ing ice field; . Conservation 
groups, such as the World Wide 
Fund for Nature {WWF), have 
been calling for environmental 
policies to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions, which worsen 
the impact of global warming. 
An international confer-
ence on climate in 1997 led to 
the Kyoto protocol, which 
imposed mandatory controls 
on gas emissions. However, 
President Bush rejected the 
protocol in 2001; and the 
recent World Development 
Summit in Johannesburg South 
Africa, which was hoped would 
provide solutions to global pol-
lution problems, gave little 
focus to environmental issues. 
The U.S. produces the 
largest greenhouse gas emis-
sions in the world and accord-
ing to Paul Desanker, co-direc-
tor of the Center for African 
Development Solutions in 
Johannesburg, "If the U.S. 
doesn't come aboard to limit 
greenhouse gas emissions, 
attempts by other countries to 
control pollution levels is a 
waste of time.• 
Desanker also warned that 
these pollution levels could 
have a devastating effect on the 
Photo t:ou:r1esy W\\W, \'OShpa.org 
The Ice covered peaks of Mount Kilimanjaro, on the the 
border of Tanzania and Kenya. 
"people, animals and natural 
resources that make Africa 
unique." 
The melting of 
Kilimanjaro's glaciers means 
serious consequences for the 
people of East Africa, who rely 
on the melting snow from this 
mountain to supply their rivers 
that are used for drinking 
water, the production of hydro-
electricity and crop irrigation. 
Kilimanjaro is also the chief 
source of foreign revenue for 
Tanzania, and as such, tourism 
is likely to suffer, if tourists stop 
flocking to the region to see the 
Mount's whitecap. 
Additionally, the melting of 
glaciers and other ice caps 
around the world is causing a 
rise in sea levels, which poses 
the threat of "drowning" to 
existing islands and coastal 
areas. A report by the WWF 
also states that more than so 
percent of east Africa's coral 
reefs have died because of 
"bleaching" caused by pollution 
and that the loss of these reefs 
will affect "fisheries, food secu-
rity, marine biodiversity and 
tourism income." 
Douglas Hardy, a doctor at 
the University of Massachusetts 
at Amherst, has questioned the 
impact of global warming on 
the melting glaciers. "Evidence 
is mounting that human influ-
ences on climate arc causing 
glaciers to retreat dramatically 
around the world, and especial-
ly at high elevations in the trop-
ics," Hardy said. He asserts that 
global wam1ing should not be 
singled out as the main cause. 
Nevertheless, Professor 
Thompson said, "Retreating 
glaciers is one of the many 
symptoms that the Earth is 
undergoing dramatic changes 
within our lifetime. Climate 
change is just one piece in a 
much bigger puzzle." 
Mentally Ill in Jamaican Prisons 
By Shani Hilton 
Contributing Writer 
The Jamaican government 
has been charged with impris-
oning the mentally ill as a 
cheaper alternative to housing 
them in proper mental health 
care facilities. 
oners because they are mental-
ly ill,' Neill said. 
Donavan Nelson, 
spokesman for the Ministry of 
National Security says, "they 
are not incarcerated because of 
their mental illness... they 
develop mental illness while 
they are incarcerated." 
Gleaner, 76-year-old Ivan 
Boroughs was recently released 
from jail after 29 years. He had 
been charged with breaking a 
bank windowpane in 1972, a 
misdemeanor that carries a 
maximum three-year sentence. 
At the time, Boroughs was 
judged unfit to stand trial and 
remained in prison. In 1998, 
psychiatrist George Leveridge 
determined that Boroughs was 
fit to plead. It was not until this 
year that a trial was heard. The 
charges w~re dismissed, and 
Boroughs released. 
people are confined without 
being charged or ever receiving 
a trial and they become lost in 
the prison system, he said. 
According to Lloyd Barnett, 
Chairman of the Independent 
Jamaica CounciJ for Human 
Rights (IJCHR), there are over 
500 mentally ill inmates in the 
island's prisons. 
Lightning Record 
in Brazil 
Brazil is the country most 
struck by lightning in the world 
and it suffers the highest death 
toll and serious economic dam-
age from electric thunder• 
storms, new research showed 
Tuesday. 
The country is apparently 
struck by 70 million lightning 
bolts a year, or between h'/o 
and three electric discharges 
per second. 
"That is about double the 
amoun\ of lightning in the 
United States, which is approx-
imately the same size as Brazil," 
Pinto told Reuters. 
Kidnap of Victoria 
Beckham Foiled 
Scotland Yard said officers 
have arrested four men and one 
woman for theft and conspiracy 
to kidnap Victoria Beckham. 
News reports say that the 
ransom was £5 million {US$7.8 
million). Victoria was at Old 
Trafford watching her England 
captain husband play a 2-1 win 
over Southampton. 
Synagogue 
Attacked 
French intelligence agents 
arrested eight suspects in con-
nection with a Tunisian syna-
gogue attack in which 21 
tourists died, interior ministry 
sources said. 
Fourteen Germans, five 
Tunisians and a Frenchman 
were killed when a tanker con-
taining cooking gas exploded 
near the historic and holy 
Jewish site on Djerba last April. 
Correctional Services counters 
that the total number of men-
tally ill prisoners is not more 
than 500, rather it is 256. 
Earl Fearon, Deputy 
Commissioner of Custodial 
Services of the Department of 
Correctional Services said, 
• ... between January and July 
2001, approximately 74 
inmates have been certified fit 
to plead by the psychiatrist and 
subsequently sent to court. Of 
this number, 73 inmates were 
not returned to the institu-
tions... Three sentenced 
inmates who were mental 
patients served ~eir sentences 
and were released." 
The Jamaica Observer 
reports Canadian psychiatric 
social worker Roger B. Neill 
claims that hundreds of men-
tally ill people are left uncared 
for by prison authorities and 
are sexually and physically 
abused by fellow inmates. 
"People should not be pris-
"Most mentally ill in the 
prison system are not being 
treated for their illness," Neill 
said. Many should not be con-
fined since they have not com-
mitted any crimes serious 
enough to merit prison sen-
tences. 
According to the Jamaica 
Neill said this scenario is 
not uncommon. Many of these 
All of these people were 
originally in prison because 
they had been declared unfit to 
plead. Barnett says 200 of them 
have been certified fit to plead, 
but have not yet been brought 
before the Court. 
The Department of According to IJCHR Secretary Nancy Anderson, 36 
Jerusalem Government Up for Grabs 
By Ria Marie Davis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Israeli Prime Minister 
Ariel Sharon is struggling to 
uphold his government in 
light of the recent departure 
by the center-left Labor Party 
led by Defense Minister 
Binyamin Ben-Eliezer before 
the 2003 budget vote. 
The labor ministers 
resigned after hours of futile 
talks with Prime Minister 
Sharon to resolve a dispute 
over the proposed allocation 
of money for Jewish settle• 
ments from the 2003 state 
budget. 
PNP, JLP, 
Who Cares? 
Island Politics 
November 12, 2002 
Eliezer warned of his 
departure from the coalition 
if Sharon did not reallocate 
the $150 million to be spent 
on Jewish settlers in the West 
Bank and Gaza to programs, 
which focused on "social 
spending and job creation" in 
the region. But Sharon, who 
supports the Jewish settle-
ments, has ignored the Labor 
party's requests and stated 
that any party opposing the 
budget would be thrown out. 
The resignation of the 
ministers, after the talks, 
ended the 18-month run of 
Israel's unity coalition with 
the Labor Party, a coalition 
By Jonathan Grannum 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Honestly, does it really 
matter who is in power these 
days? At any rate, the economy 
is going to dip, unemployment 
rates will sky rocket and some• 
one in some posit ion of 
authority will be found with 
his/her hand in the cookie jar. 
Of course he/she will cry for 
justice and attempt to divert 
our attention elsewhere. 
But I drift. It seems that 
the status quo is to vote for the 
formed to temper the 
Palestinian uprising {"intifa-
da") against Israeli settlers 
which began in 2000. 
Sharon told the Israeli 
Parliament that, "the whole 
world knows the importance 
that I place on a national 
unity government,• blaming 
Eliezer for instigating its 
break up. 
Carrie Sinclair, an 
English immigrant to the 
region, said, "Ben-Eliezer has 
alienated even more people 
from his party because now 
they'll think Labor puts parti-
san politics ahead of impor-
tant national issues like the 
lesser of two evils, not because 
there isn't anyone out there 
who can do a good job, just 
tl1at they haven't yet stepped 
forward. This is, at least, what 
I heard of Jamaica's election 
results {and what I know from 
the opinions of 
"Trinbagonians• and their own 
elections). 
The JLP {Jamaican Labor 
Party) is no better than the 
PNP {People's National Party). 
From what I have seen of the 
recently completed campaign-
ing, many promises were made 
budget." 
Israel has a proportional 
representation system of gov-
ernment, made up of a coali-
tion of several parties. The 
center-left Labor Party grant-
ed Sharon's coalition a strong 
majority in the parliament, 
and its dissolution could lead 
to premature elections in 
October 2003 due to the cur-
rent instability of the 
Sharon's coalition. 
Sharon has sought to 
include "ultra-right parties• 
in his government, thereby 
enabling him to maintain a 
slim majority in parliament. 
Some left-wing voters have 
by both sides, but so many by 
the JLP that their leader 
Edward Seaga was depicted in 
a cartoon as bringing gifts in a 
large sack and the impression 
of Christmastime to a young 
boy. 
Despite the attempts of 
both parties to "bribe" the 
nation into voting for them 
and theJLP's ten step plan, the 
PNP was restored to power. 
Historically, it was actually 
tradition that the incumbent 
party win the following elec-
tion before being ousted, but 
The Hilltop 
expressed concern about this, 
arguing that it can hurt the 
leftist cause of a "more diplo• 
matic, less militaristic solu-
tion• to the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict. 
Former Israeli Prime 
Minister Binyamin 
Netanyahu, has also called 
for early elections, but seems 
to be more interested in suc-
ceeding Sharon than becom-
ing the new Foreign Minister 
of the PM's right-wing coali-
tion, a position he proposed 
to assume on the grounds of 
early elections. 
If Netanyahu becomes 
Prime Minister, this could 
mean the use of more "hard 
line tactics• against the 
Palestinians, a move which 
this win put the PNP in the dri-
ver's seat for their fourth con-
secutive term since 1993. 
This fact came as a shock 
to one of our own resident 
Jamaicans, Pavel Byles, who 
was outraged that since they 
have been in power, the 
Jamaican dollar has fallen 
from 20:1 to approximately 
50:1 next to the U.S. dollar. 
Of course the J LP tried to 
,vin the support of the people, 
with offers from free education 
to tax relief and even had a 
couple songs to stimulate 
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= A group linked to Islamic 
militant group al-Qaeda 
claimed responsibility for the 
attack. 
Drones Strike Al 
Qaeda in Yemen 
In a CNN interview, a top 
Pentagon official called a mis-
sile strike that killed six sus-
pected al Qaeda members in 
Yemen "a very successful tacti-
cal operation• and said the U.S. 
must "keep the pressure on• 
terrorists wherever they are. 
Sources said earlier that an 
unmanned CIA Predator drone 
launched a "Hellfire" missile on 
Monday, striking a car carrying 
the men, including the al Qaeda 
chief in that country wanted for 
the bombing of the USS Cole. 
149-nil 
An African football team 
has been beaten an astounding 
149-0 after their coach lost his 
temper and told his team to 
score own goals. 
National champions AS 
Adema hammered rivals Stade 
Olympique l'Emyrne (SOE) by 
the incredible score, ,vithout 
having to lift a finger. 
After arguing with the ref-
eree, SO E's coach, 
Ratsimandresy Ratsarazaka, 
instructed his team to put the 
ball into their own net, and they 
did not disappoint their boss. 
inmates were declared fit to 
plead, as opposed to the 74 
numbered by Fearon. 
Head psychiatrist in the 
Department of Correctional 
Services, George Lcveridge says 
so many mentally ill remain in 
the prisons due to the lack of 
health care facilities for them. 
•[The Courts] don't want to just 
release them on the streets," 
said Lc\'eridge, who up until a 
few months ago was the only 
mental health officer in the sys-
tem. 
The problem of the mental-
ly ill in prisons is a cycle, 
Fearon said. Many mental ill-
ness cases are related to drug 
abuse, and often people commit 
crimes while intoxicated. 
Photo courtesy w,-.·w.dtrensa.com 
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel 
Sharon 
See JERUSALEM page AS 
morale. 
They even had a dancehall 
version of, •we No Want No 
PNP" on the 'Divali Riddim', a 
currently popular beat. 
Personally l would have voted 
for them just for tl1is selection, 
if the PNP didn't have their 
own calypso styled rally cry, 
which really got me jumping. 
So how in fact do we make 
the demarcation between the 
two? Or do we? 
(For more information, 
please visit tuwwjamaicaelec-
tions.com) 
A7 
Johnson Hosts Grand Opening 
STARBUCKS from A 1 
in more members to our com-
munity," she said. 
As Schultz began to speak, 
he told a brief history of the 
relationship with Johnson 
Development, Inc. and 
Starbucks. 
"We began this partner-
ship in 1998 with the goal to 
open high-quality stores in 
urban communities," said 
Schultz. "Starbucks has 
gained more from this part-
nership than any other part-
nership that we have." 
As Schultz finished, he 
introduced Magic Johnson as 
being a better person than 
basketball player, if that is 
possible. 
plans to open more retai l 
shops on Georgia Avenue. 
"Don't think that you have 
gotten rid of us yet. We will be 
bringing even more shops to 
the Howard University cam-
pus," he said. 
Johnson also introduced 
one of the students who 
received the Magic Johnson 
scholarship. 
"I knew Magic Johnson 
before the scholarship compe-
tition," said Juhar Crosswell, 
a senior prc-m..,d major. 
Crosswell grew up in the 
inner city and was grateful for 
a ll of the support that 
Johnson provided. 
"Magic gave me a laptop 
and helped me pay for my 
schooling. Magic flew me out 
to Beverly Hills and showed 
me that there is more to life 
than just the place that you 
came from," Crosswell said. 
role model to look to," said 
Stewart. "His example should 
show all people how to give 
back to their communities 
once they make it in this 
world." 
Students, faculty, s taff, 
and community members 
waited in line patiently to see 
the grand opening of 
Starbucks. 
Some people lined up 
more than two hours before 
the program began. 
One mother said that she 
waited all day in line just to 
see Magic Johnson. 
"This is a great opportu ni-
ty for people who are not 
familiar with the Howard 
community to get to know 
Howard a little more," said 
Kemi James, a senior chem-
istry major. 
Rita Edge, who works for 
the Howard Welcome Center 
could not agree more. 
"I have been waiting for a L--"'--'--
long time to see this open- Phoco by M>)A Gilliam 
"I am so pleased to have 
been able to be a part of the 
opening of a Starbucks on 
Howard's campus," said 
Johnson. "I see all of the 
alumni from Howard in Los 
Angeles and all of the alumni 
are so loyal to the Bison." 
Johnson reintegrated the 
Rob Stewart, a local 
inventor, was also grateful for 
the model that Johnson left 
for young people. 
"Johnson has been a great 
ing," said Edge. 
J onathan Stokes, a bas ketball player for the Bison, gets a poster signed by Magic. 
Recent Defense Minister Departure Shakes Israeli Goverment 
Jarusalem from A7 
most far-right wing voters 
support, in addition to the 
expulsion of Yassc r Arafat, 
the Palestinian leader argu• 
ing that the "infitada" could 
be exacerbated if the Israeli 
coalition becomes "more 
right-wing." 
President Bush supports 
the expuls ion of Arafat as 
Palestinian leader and has 
stated, "his people have no 
future with him. And Israelis 
subject to sudden and ravage 
suicide attacks will waste no 
time in sympathy for him." 
The country is presently 
experiencing its most severe 
economic crisis, which has 
seen increasing unemploy• 
ment as well as falling eco-
nomic output, and the politi• 
cal turmoil will only serve to 
dull efforts geared towards 
ending the ongoing violent 
conflict over the occupation 
of Palestinian land by Israeli 
"Jewish" settlers. 
The U.S. peace plan 
wh ich env1s1ons, among 
other plans, a resolution to 
the conflict by 2006, through 
Palestinian reforms, the pull 
out of Israeli troops by mid-
2003 and a temporary 
Palestinian sta te in 2004, 
will be further disrupted by 
the current political instabili-
ty. 
Prime Minis ter Sharon 
stated to an audience at a 
tourism promotion reception 
before the budget vote that "I 
Howard's Body of Christ Ministries 
Discusses Bush's Education Plans THE GOOD. 
N o 
C hild 
Left 
B ehind 
Above, the "No Chlld Left Behind" official logo. 
BUSH from A1 
across the world," Matt Gandal, 
executive vice-president of 
Achieve Incorporated says. 
"When students got to mid-
dle school the ranking slipped to 
the middle of the pack, and by 
the time U.S. students got to high 
school, U.S. students were 
ranked last among countries of 
the world." 
Mark Jennings, founder of 
Body of Christ Outreach 
Ministries Inc., is opposed to this 
new law and fears the new policy 
will disproportionately affect 
African Americans students. 
"These type of testing poli-
cies have the potential to 
increase the dropout rates of 
high school seniors," Jennings 
said. "African American students 
are already at a disadvantage 
when it comes to high stakes 
testing such as the SAT." 
James Fraser, dean of edu-
cation at Northeastern 
University, disagrees with 
Jenning's outlook. 
that teach our students. These 
tests arc necessary to make sure 
that children are actually learn-
ing." 
The 'No Child Left Behind' 
bill aJso calls for the hiring of 
highly qualified teachers to teach 
in the classroom. However, 
Virginia Edwards, an editor for 
"Education Week" said it is very 
hard to classify a highly qualified 
teacher. 
"Some teachers may have 
the best resume but cannot relate 
or teach children," Edwards said. 
"Then there are those teachers 
who may not have the best 
resumes but can really teach 
children."' 
Many parents like Courtney 
Long, parent of a seven-year-old, 
from a surrounding neighbor-
hood attended the discussion 
and had many questions for the 
panelists. Long asked the panel 
how would she know the stan-
dard her child should perform 
based on his grade. 
Gr.1phic ttnu,csy of www.nfrw.org 
A panelist told Long the 'No 
Child Left Behind' bill requires 
schools to give parents more 
information on the progress of 
their child as well as the progress 
of the school. 
Some religious organiza-
tions have become more 
involved in the process of help-
ing students who are at risk for 
dropout to past tl1ese exit exams. 
Milton Hathaway, pastor of 
Second Liberty Baptist Church 
began helping at-risked youths 
since the spring of 2000. 
"Our church began School 
for Troubled Youth (STY) with 
the intention of lowering the 
amount of students who are sus-
pended from schools," Hathaway 
said. 
Hathaway's data shows in 
1998, 400 children were sus-
pended from school. Since 20 0 0, 
he says the S1Y program has 
helped to lower that number 
considerably. 
The organizer, Mark 
-~- THE BAD. 
'• . 
·'· AND THE DEADLY. 
still hope to lead a govern-
ment o f national unity 
(including Labor) but in any 
other coalition of the govern• 
ment I will continue to make 
every effort to bring security 
and step out on the path to 
peace." 
SCREEN GEMS. 
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Hi lltop 
INVITE YOU AND 
A GUEST TO AN 
ADVANCE SCREENING OF 
I I 
• 
To receive a 
complimentaiy pass for two 
to an advance screening on 
Thursday, November 14th 
Stop by 
The Hilltop Office 
at 2251 Sherman Ave., NW 
during business hours 
No purchase necessa,y. 
While supplies last 
First com~ first served. 
One pass per persoo. 
No phone calls. 
Employees of The Hilltop 
are not eligible. 
"Many of my colleagues 
wonder why I am in support of 
this type of testing," Fraser said. 
"I support these tests because I 
have lost confidence in the edu-
cation system and the teachers 
"My child was at the top of 
his class when he was at a charter 
school here in D.C.," Long said. 
"When he moved to Texas, he fell 
behind. How do I know what the 
standard second grader is sup-
pose to be learning?" she asked 
the panel. 
Jennings, was very pleased with 
the turnout. "The panel discus-
sion accomplished a lot. I hope 
that parents and students 
learned something new that can 
be beneficiaJ to them," Jennings 
said. IN-THEATRES NOVEMBER 15TH 
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Investors need assurance to make decisions. 
Help us help them and the companies whose stock 
they buy, and we'll help you bu~d a career. 
The Hilltop 
For opportunities and information go to: 
www.pwcgl<>bal.com/lookhere 
Look beyond the numbers. 
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As Senior VP of Financ ial Planning at 
a major movie studio you could: 
O.K. a $93 million budget 
Hire 7,500 extras 
Rent 273 palm trees 
(and 1 big fan to make them sway) 
How do you get a job like this? Start today. 
Apply for a Summer Dream Internship at: 
www.StartHereGoPlaces.com/biz1 
"Contest Rules com!11ete ru!es can be found or ti~ CollegeC!ub.com Web sue. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY Contest entty period runs 10/01/02 - 2/01/03 and is Oll"n only 
to legal residents ol Iha 50 United States, e•Qhtecn 11810t older at time ol entry, enrolled in a full/part-time accredrted college or university, and is S1JbJect to the complete 
Contest Olhc1al Rules. Entries may be submitted on the StartHeleGoPlaces.com Web site located at www StartHereGof'taces.com or 0<1 the CollegeClub com Web Sile 
located at wwwCollogeC!ub.c0<n All entnes beccma thP. Ql'(lperty ol Sponsor, as defined 1n the complete C0<1tcst Official Rules. Emplovees and lamily members ol Spons0< 
~ot eligible to partie1pate. Spe,nsor ,snot resP90~ible for techn1ca1 or other malfunctions. lost or unavailabht net\VOrlc comections. or failed electronic communications that 
may occur in the processmg of the enmes The authors of the twO {21 Grard Prize winning essays ~II each rnceive their choice of one of the -summer Dream Internships"' 
provided by Sponsor. which mc!udos lovt thousand dollars 1$5,0001 to be pJ1d over the course of Iha inte-r.ship The Grand Prize is not transferable. except by Sponsor. who 
may substilute prize with 8 pme of equal value or OPPOrtuniry No cash or prize subst1turion is allo-.ved and other restrictions apply. The authors of the three {31 winning 
Runners Up ossayswdl receive ono 1housand dollar l$1.000) gilt cl'Mlcks. The authors of the five l5)winninq ~rable Ment,on essays will re<eive live hundred dollar ($500) 
gilt chocks Void where prohobued W,nne,s w,11 be respon~ble 10< any and all laxes Sponsor: The Ame,,can Institute ol Cenil1ed Public Accountems, 1211 Avenue ol the 
Americas. New York. NY 10036-8775. CollegeClub com. a d1v1sioo of S11Jden1 Advantage, Inc .. 2035 Cone Del Nogal. Suite 200, Carlsbad. CA 92009 
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Start here. Go places. 
If you know business and accounting. 
you can get a job anywhere. Because 
the skills you learn in bosiness -
strategic and analytical thinking, 
communication, and leadership -
are always in demand. In some of 
the coolest industries in the world. 
Even in the movies. 
Start going places with a Summer 
Dream Internship. Register online 
today and complete your application 
by 2/01/03 to compete for one of 
two $5,000 paid internships. E!ght 
other students will receive cash 
value awards of up to $1,000~ 
November ~2, 2002 
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High Heels: Fashionable or Health Risk? 
•r feel taller and powerful 
in the figurative sense when I 
wear stilettos," Juba said. 
"It's not about the fashion, 
it's about feeling good about 
yourself and having confi-
Photos by Maya Gilliam 
dencc." 
John Early, assistant pro-
fessor of orthopedic surgery 
at University of Texas 
Southwestern Medical Center 
at Dallas said women pay a 
high price for their vanity. 
"Men don't usually suffer 
from this kind of foot discom-
fort because they refuse to 
wear shoes that are uncom-
fortable,• Early said. 
"Women, however, are will-
ing to sacrifice their comfort 
for fashion. They think flat-
heeled shoes are unbecom-
ing." 
However, Byron Hughes, 
sophomore biology major, 
finds that women are more 
attractive in casual flat shoes. 
"I find it very unattrac-
tive for females to come in a 
eight o clock class over-
dressed looking for atten-
tion," Hugh es said. "I prefer 
girls who are on chill mode 
and comfortable." 
Men the New Shoppers? 
SHOP from AS 
for men than women. 
Store manager Leeah Lomax said that men 
simply buy more than women. Sean John, 
Platinum, FUBU, and the Harlem Globe Trotters 
are among the store's highest selling labels, 
Lomax said. 
Many guys enjoy wearing the popular urban-
brands of Up Against The Wall on Howard's 
campus. 
Bryan Hughes, a freshman business man-
agement major, said he goes shopping at least 
once a week, if not to buy, then to simply look at 
the latest merchandise. 
Hughes said he likes winter clothing because 
he enjoys wearing sweaters. Hughes is a fan of 
Coogi, whose sweaters start at a minimum of 
$200. 
''You are what you wear," he said. "People 
dress to fit a certain profile. I dress for individu-
ality." 
Thomas enjoys shopping like Hughes, but 
does not shop as often or spend as much. He 
shops at least once every two months and spends 
between $50 and $100. 
Many Howard guys enjoy shopping for the 
popular name brands, but some guys prefer 
clothing without labels or logos. Najeeb Crossley, 
ajunfor radiation therapy major, is one such per-
son. 
According to some, men are the "new" 
shoppers. 
annually. 
"I prefer clothing without name brands," he 
said. "Sin1ple, but not too simple. Simple yet rus-
tinguishable from the rest." 
Brian Watson, a sophomore architecture 
major, also does not favor the commercial name 
brands. 
Cory Lindsay1 a sophomore raruo major, said 
he shops once a year and spends between $200 
and $300 on clothing. 
"I really don't care about all the name 
brands," he said. "I dress, how I dress. I have my 
own style." 
A large number of males buy the latest fash-
ions on Howard's campus and this is helping 
clothing sales among males go up nationally. 
This phenomenon leaves some males to 
believe as sophomore music education major 
Steve Thomas does. 
Although there are some guys on 
campus who shop at least two to three times a 
month, and some even once a week, others shop 
"Howard is a big fashion.show,• he said. 
WEED from A4 
Appropriations Bill," said 
Oechslin. 
NORML has worked for 
reforming marijuana laws 
since the 1970s and has 
expressed great disappoint-
ment concerning the federal 
appeals court decision as well. 
Assistant to the Executive 
Director of NORML, Kris 
Krane explains his frustra-
tions. 
"The federal appeals went 
PE from A2 
tion; physical fitness is impor-
tant as well," Catchings said. 
"At one time, African-
Americans were not allowed to 
swim in swimming pools; our 
students are learning how to 
swim and we are proud of that. 
Somehow we have to convey 
the importance of health to our 
students, especially in our 
[African-American] communi-
-- .. ----· 
DUPONT from A4 
the last couple of years,• Bludad 
said. "We get lots of business 
because this is a tourist attrac-
tion." 
Dupont Circle attracts a 
wide variety of people, from 
teenagers to adults of various 
races and backgrounds. 
November 12, 2002 
about the situation in an 
underhanded way; they waited 
until the last day, the last pos-
sible moment to make their 
decision. We are rusappointed 
and it is a loss on our end. But 
it is not surprising and is rem-
iniscent of federal practices," 
said Krane. 
Krane explained that the 
federal appeals court decision 
was suggestive of their prac-
tices because of the actions 
that were taken in California. 
"TI1e federal government 
ty." 
One student that believes 
physical education is necessary 
is Stephanie Ambersley, a sen-
ior broadcast journalism major 
from Montego Bay, Jamaica. 
"! think it is very impor-
tant for students to be engaged 
in physical education," 
Ambersley said. "Four semes-
ters in physical education 
seems sufficient for a well-
rounded college education." 
With mid-semester finally 
over and final e.xams being a 
few weeks away, Howard stu-
dents are finding ways to elimi-
nate stress. 
Sophomore Tiffany Ellison 
listens to music and advises fel-
low Bison to take trips off cam-
pus ~o the mall or the movies. 
Students often carry enor-
\ 
has no interest in looking after 
the sick. Take a look at the 
paraplegic they handcuffed in 
Santa Cruz, California [for 
using marijuana for medical 
purposes]," said Krane. 
The challenges advocate 
groups have faced are only 
temporary. 
Oechslin finds the positive 
in the situation. 
"frhe) good news if any is 
that the issue will be on the 
next election ballot," he said. 
Ambersley, who is gradu-
ating May 2003, is taking two 
physical education courses 
next semester. 
According to the 
International Society of Sport 
Psychology, physical education 
can enhance many aspects of a 
student's lifestyle. It may 
increase vigor, promote clear 
thinking, and positively affect 
academic performance. 
mous amounts of anxiety that 
add to the academic pressures. 
Ellison, a chemistry major 
from Macon, Ga., said, "Don't 
let Howard stress you out. Take 
time to relax so the workload 
does not become too much to 
handle." 
Early suggests women 
should select a pair of shoes 
that has ample toe room and 
has less than a two-inch heel 
inclination. He also advises 
walking around the store in 
shoes, and paying close 
attention to how one's feet 
feel while walking. 
Although female students 
may not feel the damaging 
affects of stiletto heels now, 
medical experts maintain the 
effect happens later in life. 
According to the Yale 
New Haven Hospital web 
site, surgeons perform over 
300,000 artificial knee 
replacements in the U.S. sig-
nificantly due to wear and 
tear caused by high-heeled 
shoes. 
BISON from A2 
different here as well. They 
employ the number system, 
not the letter system so 8.5-10 
is equivalent to an A, 7-8.49 a 
B, 5-6.99 a C and 0 -4.99 an F. 
No, I did not skip a letter 
grade. At UGR, there is no 
such thing as a D. Either you 
pass or you fail. Sorry, to all 
my just-getting-by people. 
But if you are lucky, you get a 
really good professor and you 
do not even worry about any-
thing less than a B. 
My Advanced Grammar 
and Islamic Culture profes-
sors for example, are the 
greatest. They are so unbe-
lievably knowledgeable on 
their subject matter and their 
lectures are some of the best I 
have ever heard. 
My Advanced Grammar 
class, although it is from 8:30 
a.m. to 10:30 a.m. is the only 
• 
class (other than Islamic 
Culture) I look forward to. 
The professor, a short 
Spanish man ,vith the classic 
big belly protruding over his 
belt, which is barely holding 
his slacks up, is so funny. He 
gives the greatest examples 
and he makes grammar make 
so much sense. 
Rules I never understood, 
I now understand and things I 
thought I already understood 
I understand better. It is the 
best Grammar class (Spanish 
or English) I have ever taken 
in my entire life. 
Twentieth Century 
Spanish Literature, however, 
is another story. As if litera-
ture was not hard enough in 
English, it is even harder in 
Spanish, especially when 
there is a lot of culturally 
based sarcasm that naturally I 
cannot grasp because I am not 
of the culture. 
On top of the numerous 
packets of poetry the profes-
sor assigns, she assigns books 
of prose to read that could not 
in any way be classified as 
"easy reading" but I refuse to 
let stress be an option when I 
am in such a beautiful place. 
I would have to say that 
this has been my biggest reve-
lation. Whether I stress or 
not, time will pass, due dates 
will come and go, and what 
does not get done today will 
get done tomorrow so I might 
as well not stress and enjoy 
myself. 
For anyone who knows 
me, they cannot deny that 
after a statement like that, 
studying in Spain has defi-
nitely been good for me. We 
will see how well this theory 
holds water when I get back to 
Howard and try to get hous-
ing. 
Mock 1nal Tuam Wins Six Awards 
TRIAL from A 1 
top attorney award and was 
excited about the tournament. 
"I had to step up to the 
plate," Hughes said. "I felt a 
little intimidated being the 
only minority school, but 
when you are prepared you 
can overcome opposition." 
Nneka Ukpai, freshman 
political science major and 
attorney for the plaintiff, val-
ued her first college tourna-
ment experience. 
"We practice at least 9-10 
hours per week ... our hard 
work has paid off," Ukpai said. 
The team won three of the 
top attorney and top witness 
awards. This weekend the 
team competes at Middle 
Tennessee State University in 
Nashville against approxi-
mately 40 colleges and 
Universities. 
Pho<o by May• G,lliam 
Cornell WIiiiamson and Bryan Hughes, member of the 
Mock Trial team pose with their awards. Williamson won 
Top Attorney and Top Witness, Hughes won Top Attorney. 
UGSA Plays Match Maker 
Photo by lfarvt•y Jenkin"' 
Undergraduate Student Association staff members match participants In the Mix a nd 
Match program Thursday. The p rogram was a part of the "UGSA Week." 
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Over 100 Historically Black Colleges and Universities ... 
Joined by the voices of Hip-Hop and Neo-Soul ... 
And the Will to stand for Change 
December The Silence Ends 
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A Crasli Course in Seconcf-J-fand Slioyyin9 
1. Sh"1 for swmner c(othes in the winter 
CHU{ winter cfotfies in tfic summer 
2. On(y G1t1J. what you neecl 'lt's (rard to 
avoid uver-Tmyin9jtm Gecause of rFie Gar-
eains. 
3. 'For fud'ies, fuoli for swea9'llnts, sweat-
shirts and other lo1111t3ewear _pieces in rlie 
men's section, to increase "1tiom. 'Tlicrc is 
usuafry little ifference in rfie fit. 
4. ?ln~me vinraa,e clothi1¥3 comes Gack 
into styfe ( ever other year), 90 direct(y to a 
rFi rift store. " 
5. 'Most i»IJ1.?rtm1t, ?\hva_Y.S Clean?\ 
§annent 11iar You 'Purchase from a 
'11irift Store. 
By Jennifer L \.V-illiams 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
There comes a time in many shop-
pers' lives that shopping in the same 
department stores loses its appeal. 
For those who are into fashion full 
of originality and expression, thrift 
store shopping might be the key for 
creating a wardrobe drenched with 
creativity. 
Thrift store shopping is quickly 
outgrowing its stigma of being worthy 
of those who can't afford new, nice 
things. Au contraire, thrift store shop-
ping is by far becoming the in thing to 
do, from everyday people to the movie 
stars. 
Second-hand stores are quickly 
becoming avenues for finding vintage 
originals tl1at few other individuals will 
have. 
Second-hand stores are also 
increasing in their popularity because 
of how easy it is to find small, decora-
tive pieces (such as hats, purses, belts 
and the like) that can add new flavor to 
any outfit. 
Thrift stores are also outgrowing 
their "dusty closet" images as many 
trendy, well-kept and orderly thrift 
or Consianment S oyyin8 
stores arc emerging rapidly and leav-
ing their vintage fingerprints on the 
DC Metropolitan area. 
Thrift store shopping. or "thifting" 
as it is frequently called, has increased 
in popularity over the years for a vari-
ety of reasons. 
First, thrifting is an inventi"e ine.x-
pensive way to update a wardrobe, 
without breaking the bank or com-
pletely becoming a slave to the trend of 
the moment. 
For tliose patient enough to take 
the time to wade through the countless 
clothes and accessories that are housed 
in thrift stores, the opportunities are 
even greater to uncover a one- of a-
kind fashion items. 
Now, as thrift stores are havens 
full of clothes that belonged to some-
one else prior to their arrival, thrift 
stores are places that are prone to both 
myths and misinformation. 
To begin, many pieces that one 
would buy in a department store have 
been previously worn, so it is rare that 
a "new" item is actually new. 
Furthermore,just because one can 
find items at a tl1rift store does not 
mean these items are not of quality. It 
is not rare to find a never-been-worn 
jacket or accesso1y in a thrift store. 
Commonly, pieces in a thrift store 
are checked for damages. 
2. ·Mak.: it a yoint to Growse the whole sho_p, as many yie,:cs may cnl 11 whtrr 
the11 a re not s1!1:posed to 6e. 
Additionally, vintage goods 
(from the so's to the present) can 
frequently be found at certain thrift 
stores as well, and incorporating 
accessories from a bygone era into 
your wardrobe are wonderful ways 
to breathe new life into the clothing 
that you already own. 
,. C r famil_{ar wit~ wliat consiemmmt sho_ps cffer 'Ther,· a!·c '.1 \'aricty of cou-
' I t '""I'' t,1ilorel to s_pcda(izine in young womens' ,:(otl111ttJ• ,,,,,,-r5' a 
117 , (. di si_qnc, s, et,. 
4 $, s1,r, r,, 10111 the m11i(l1u1 list of vour fawntc co11S~Jll111mt shop, to 6e 
,rotifiel r'tJt1l11rl:1 ilf sp,n,1t,11f.!s ,i n"f 11t'li• 111crdi,111dise 
Bt 
Consignment stores arc also 
options for the sawy shopper who 
is looking for places that are full of 
up-to the minute fashions without 
spending an exorbitant amount of 
money. 
Consignment stores vary from 
The Hilltop 
,, 
Photo by Lauren 8a}11C Anderson 
Secondl, a consignment shop located In Dupont Circle, was recog-
nized by Honey magazine. 
thrift stores in a variety of ways. 
First, consignment stores are full 
of designer pieces that are usually half 
the price that they would be in a regu-
lar department store. 
Also, consignment stores offer an 
array of finer pieces, from suits to fur 
and suede coats to designer shoes and 
handbags. 
Furthennore, consignment shop-
ping is highlighted by the perks that go 
along with it. 
For e.=ple, in various consign-
ment shops, a "wish list" seiviee is usu-
ally offered. What this means is that, if 
a person is a sire 8, and is looking for a 
certain item, a consignment shop will 
quickly alert a consun1er when that 
item arrives. 
Also. consignment stores are full 
of people who m-e knowledgeable of 
current trends and tl1e like, and they 
have no problem helping a customer 
find the perfect item to add flair to a 
shirt or pair of pants. 
Anotl1er advantage to shopping at 
a consignment store is the selection. 
Most retail stores eany their own 
brand of clothing or a small selection of 
clothing that they believe a consumer 
will buy. 
Along "ith this, retail stores carry 
what is in season, so if you aren't too 
keen on a certain trend or color or fab-
ric, you are out of luck. 
Consignment stores, how~ver, 
offer a consumer with a ~cty of 
clothing in a rainbow of coltfrs, texture, 
and styles, regardless of season or the 
trend of the moment. 
Moreover, the selection at a con-
signment store constantly changes, 
and one can always find something 
new. 
So, do yourself a famr, and check 
out a thrift store or consignment store 
in the area. You'd be shocked at all of 
the great deals you will fuid, and your 
wardrobe will benefit immensely. 
November 12, 2002 
Connie Briscoe Signs Copies of 'PG County' in Bookstore 
By Rhasheema Sweeting 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The evening sun had just 
begun to set in the window of 
the Howard University 
Bookstore behind Connie 
Briscoe, illuminating her as she 
sat in front of the book-covered 
desk, smiling and greeting her 
fans. 
Her soft pink lipstick and 
nail polish accented her light, 
cafe au lait complfxion and 
complimented her neutral col-
ored attire. 
Her winsome, youthful-
looking appearance would 
cause one to wonder how she 
had time to publish four nov-
els, graduate from Hampton 
University, and raise a family. 
Author and native 
Washingtonian, Connie 
Briscoe recently released her 
latest book, "P.G. County". 
Aside from her inviting 
and jovial poise, the book title, 
"P.G. County", caught people's 
eyes, young and old, who were 
curious about the book's set-
ting because Prince George's 
County is located only a few 
miles from the bookstore in the 
most affluent black suburb in 
the nation. 
Although she never lived in 
P.G. County, for this novel, she 
set out to capture a distin-
guished and well-to-do section 
of the D.C. area in an uncon-
ventional way. 
"People always write about 
the big city and the setting is 
always either New York or D.C. 
For this one, I decided to do 
something about black life in 
the suburbs," said Briscoe. 
While the novel is. fiction, 
the characters, plot and setting 
are believable and realistic. 
After the success of three 
other novels, Briscoe decided 
to try a slightly different 
approach. 
"I [set out] to write a 
funny, light-hearted read. I 
wanted my next book to be 
something that would allow me 
to escape from a lot of things. 
['P.G. County'] is an opportuni-
ty to escape ... in a fun, light-
hearted and humorous way," 
said Briscoe. 
The book describes the 
dramatic yet comical lives of 
five women living in the upper 
echelons of this rich neighbor-
hood struggling with familiar 
issues such as divorce, raising a 
family, betrayal and alco-
holism. 
With the use of everyday 
language and well-developed 
characters, this novel provides 
a light, easy and entertaining 
read. 
During the creation of her 
novels, Briscoe relied heavily 
upon her imagination to craft 
the characters and to shape her 
stories. 
"Each book probably start-
ed with something that was 
happening to me or around me. 
I read psychology and astrolo-
gy books to get ideas for char-
acter types but all of my char-
acters are pretty much made 
up. I've never taken a whole 
person and plopped them 
down into a novel.• 
One of the most notable 
and prominent features of the 
book is the solid background 
she provides for each charac-
ter allowing the reader to 
have a clear understanding of 
their behavior, motives, and 
fears. 
As a critically acclaimed 
author, Briscoe offers aspir-
ing writers the following 
advice: "Write about what you 
know best and stick to what 
you know, especially in the 
beginning. Be observant, lis-
ten to people, how they react 
to different situations in their 
life, [and] what motivates 
people." 
Briscoe describes the 
advantages that come with 
being an author. "I really 
enjoy what I do. It allows you 
a lot of freedom both in terms 
of your work in expressing 
yourself and how you plan your 
time," said Briscoe. •r didn't 
want to be burdened with a 
nine to five. I am very fortunate 
and if I am still doing this five 
to ten years from now, I will be 
happy." 
Briscoe has been on a book 
tour to promote her latest work 
that has taken her to Atlanta, 
Detroit, Chicago, Philadelphia, 
New York, Houston, Dallas, 
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Connie Briscoe, a popular fiction author gave a bookslgnlng at the Howard University 
bookstore. 
San Francisco, Los Angeles, 
and Miami. 
Briscoe is also the author 
of the New York Times best-
sellers, "Sisters and Lovers", 
and "Big Girls Don't Cry", and 
also, "A Long Way from 
Home", a book that deals with 
slavery. 
'When she is not working, 
Briscoe loves to travel and has 
been to over half of the states 
and other places including 
Senegal, Italy, and the 
Caribbean. 
Briscoe lives in Howard 
County with her husband and 
two children. 
To find out more about 
Connie Briscoe, go to her web-
site at 
www.conniebriscoe.com. 
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ATTENTION STUDENTS: 
IF YOUR ID NUMBER IS LISTED BELOW, 
YOU.HAVE A CREDIT BALANCE CHECK , 
. 
The following students can claim their credit balance check at Cramton Auditorium, 
lower level, between the hours of 8:30 AM and 4:30 PM Monday- Friday. 
,, 
00010974 00070997 01000130 01136179 02022591 02040061 02102162 02112875 02128524 02177591 02181944 02187509 02202065 '02196044 
00011491 00071086 01014716 01136331 02022614 02040750 02102379 02112880 021285:14 02177595 02181947 02187514 02202069 
00012147 00071421 01024068 01136349 02022711 02040989 02102564 02113053 02129629 02177605 02182004 02187551 02202069 
00012407 00071816 01025095 01136404 02022740 02041053 02102658 02113161 02129629 02177605 02182143 02187554 02202108 
00012872 00071816 01025419 01136433 02022778 02041 110 02102681 02113300 02130314 02177701 02182169 02187562 02202204 
00014289 00072225 01029936 01136505 02022836 02041670 02102812 02113601 02130398 02177705 02182173 02187621 02202262 
00014351 00072834 01031820 01136523 02023372 02041676 02102812 02113837 02130452 02177738 02182190 02187621 02202262 
00014357 00072874 01046483 01136538 02023508 02041712 02102871 02113842 02130495 02177832 02182199 02187670 02202274 
00014701 00073157 01048751 01136606 02023917 02041735 02102883 02113952 02130495 02177880 02182329 02187742 02202300 
00014916 00073166 01060947 01136713 02023956 02041916 02103300 02113954 02130535 02177933 02182445 02187746 02202350 
00015547 00073318 01066597 01136813 0202434l 02041932 02103300 02114212 02130543 02177959 02182451 02187752 02202359 
I 00015866 00074578 01068013 01136895 02024362 02042040 02103336 02114243 02130614 02177959 02182456 02187752 02202365 -00016387 00074578 01078262 01136906 02025021 02042198 02103448 02114243 02130615 02177995 02182468 02187757 02202365 
00016810 00074668 01081623 01136920 02025140 02042287 02103673 02114247 02130666 02178091 02182493 02187787 02202649 
00016843 00074785 01081804 01136933 02025424 02042404 02103733 02114321 02130667 02178091 02182514 02187853 02202972 
00016873 00074989 01082007 01136950 02025673 02042542 02103734 02114335 02130697 02178199 02182551 02187899 02203398 
00017097 00075051 01082102 01136981 02025765 02044603 02103816 02114357 02130709 02178218 02182597 02187917 02204239 
,. 00017117 00075554 01083099 01137000 02025949 02045468 02103867 02114357 02130814 02178229 02182626 02187929 02204605 
00017117 00076061 01083599 01137215 02026123 02045582 02103906 02114368 02130814 02178231 02182634 02187933 02204835 
• 00017516 00076079 01084679 01137227 02026591 02046313 02103990 02114399 02130900 02178598 02182653 02188017 02205193 
00017613 00077426 01087175 01137286 02026639 02046933 02104001 02114399 02130900 02178617 02182815 02188081 02205265 
00018083 00077803 01087886 01137364 02026704 02047642 02104001 02114408 02130908 02178617 02182980 02188108 02205267 
• 02130937 02178665 02183108 02188110 02205289 00018843 00078152 01088949 01137419 02026734 02047691 02104005 02114408 
' 
00018919 00078362 01090991 01137438 02026825 02050012 02104005 02114468 02130947 02178686 ' 02183403 02188200 02205717 
00019523 00078639 01091747 01137439 02026902 02050024 02104017 02114483 02130968 02178711 02183526 02187514 02206770 
00020333 00078709 01094617 01137483 02026932 02050054 02104025 02114528 02130973 02178729 02183561 02187551 02206812 
00026359 00078847 01095651 01137510 02027109 02050057 02104037 02114541 02138431 02178734 02183667 02187554 02206975 
00029423 00079459 01097622 01137558 02027134 02050065 02104048 02114577 02138543 02178785 02183667 02187562 02207016 
00030594 00080035 01097762 01137580 02027136 02050728 02104048 02114695 02138760 02178811 02183893 02187621 02210392 
00031096 00080186 01098373 01137580 02027351 02050980 02104049 02114817 02139463 02178859 02183917 02187621 02210974 
00031426 00080357 01099799 01137618 02027382 02051708 02104050 02114817 02140159 02178859 02183917 02187670 02211343 
00031426 00080807 01105899 01137696 02027399 02052569 02104165 02114885 02140175 02178873 02184140 02187742 022.21115 
00031471 00081257 01107861 01137696 02027401 02053502 02104166 02115005 02140190 02179164 02184147 02187746 02221115 
00032032 00081319 01110147 01137982 02027674 02053515 02104970 02115019 02140196 02179206 02184147 02187752 02221261 
00032037 00081823 01111633 01138051 02027680 02053528 02105056 02115314 02144927 02179237 02184279 02187752 02221375 
00033470 00081910 01113822 01138117 02027711 02053528 02105389 02115314 02145185 02179237 02184371 02187757 02221375 
00033736 00082155 01 114187 01138144 02027773 02053534 02105465 02115324 02148114 02179250 02184380 02187787 02221481 
00033979 00082157 01117683 01138244 02028166 02053538 02105744 02115337 02148436 02179250 02184405 02187853 02221710 
00034721 00082623 01119137 01138280 02028288 02054272 02106822 02115493 02148521 02179251 02184418 02187899 02222241 
00036608 00082781 01119409 01138313 02028314 02054392 02106822 02115539 02148549 02179359 02184438 02187917 02222481 
00036619 00083581 01 119516 01138405 02028592 02054567 02107163 02115539 02149463 02179367 02184455 02187929 02222707 
' 00037017 00083604 01 119516 01138504 02029105 02054567 02107453 02115547 02149731 02179368 02184513 02187933 02223259 
j 00037033 00084016 01119986 01138551 02029538 02055046 02107466 02115600 02149731 02179389 02184801 02188017 02223260 
00038698 00084106 01120253 01138603 02029568 02055072 02107624 02115611 02150078 02179389 02184852 02188081 02223607 
00039436 00084208 01120281 01138798 02029568 02055072 02107746 02115657 02154740 02179406 02184864 02188108 02224101 
00040521 00084384 01120533 01138988 02029981 02055077 02107770 02115665 02154788 02179406 02184878 02188110 02224517 
00040589 00084551 01 122333 01138988 02030679 02055078 02107784 02115907 02155840 02179436 02184878 02188200 02225226 
00043216 00084629 01123461 01139337 02030911 02055090 02107874 02116087 02155845 02179441 02185026 02189316 02225561 
00043560 00084658 01123646 01139444 02031422 02055934 02107874 02116126 02155862 02179479 02185049 02189316 02225585 
00043611 00084954 01124171 01139539 02031571 02056098 02108123 02116149 02159841 02179496 02185049 02189326 02225996 
00043650 00085018 01125044 01139599 02031691 02056652 02108238 02116369 02160073 02179498 02185114 02189342 02225996 
00044360 00085021 01125276 01139613 02031691 02056684 02108426 02116410 02160287 02179535 02185114 02189424 02226066 
00044360 00085949 01125621 01139621 02031777 02058103 02108426 02116422 02165304 02179548 02185420 02189471 02226101 ,. 
00045943 00088710 01126367 01139821 02031986 02058157 02108515 02116422 02166580 02179549 02185453 02189650 02226129 
l l 00047835 00089512 01126763 02000278 02031986 02058590 02108606 02116450 02166719 02179549 02185533 02189707 02226135 
00048173 00089612 01128065 02000446 02032009 02058611 02108625 02116514 02167158 02179556 02185643 02189711 02226220 
I 00048389 00090800 01128091 02001034 02032254 02058611 02108676 02116638 02167321 02179576 02185643 02190261 02226855 00048883 00090960 01128161 02001103 02032585 02058611 02108705 02116716 02168192 02179576 02185646 02190270 02227146 
00049915 00091079 01128191 02001150 02032592 02058611 02108713 02116756 02169450 02179585 02185733 02190397 02227153 
00049989 00091158 01128345 02001194 02032940 02058611 02108816 02116777 02170353 02179590 02185779 02190767 02227460 
00050157 00091556 01128748 02001313 02032950 02058611 02108938 02116777 02171146 02179639 02185797 02190969 02228122 
I 00051085 00091888 01129128 02001791 02033591 02058611 02108960 02116785 02171283 02179649 02185800 02191018 02228299 
I 00051335 00092273 01129325 02001806 02034004 02058611 02109017 02116813 02171310 02179655 02185836 02191382 02228833 
00051335 00092273 01129398 02001999 02034389 02058611 02109243 02117012 02171310 02179655 02185836 02191429 02230100 
I 00052296 00092297 01129977 02001999 02034585 02058611 02109351 02117140 02172247 02179666 02185836 02191511 02230116 
00052896 00092404 01129978 02004097 02034738 02058611 02109351 02117140 02172301 02179667 02185836 02192256 02230255 
00052953 00093256 01130048 02004279 02035108 02059023 02109371 02117210 02172548 02179683 02185836 02192416 02230271 
00053172 00094226 01130539 02004354 02035123 02061343 02109502 02117216 02172665 02179685 02185884 02192542 02230292 
,, 
00053233 00095410 01130627 02004365 02035437 02061343 02109541 02117273 02172683 02179731 02185893 02192668 02230292 
00053303 00096196 01130648 02004446 02035449 02061821 02109557 02117274 02172710 02179783 02185895 02192668 02230838 
00053303 00096196 01130805 02004551 02035561 02061844 02109568 02117318 02172710 02179792 02185920 02192726 02232432 
00053303 00096226 01130940 02004773 02035625 02061844 02109596 02117318 02172710 02179798 02185936 02192746 02233928 
00053670 00097215 01131362 02004801 02035744 02061868 02109602 02117481 02172710 02179811 02186062 02192764 02233928 
00053913 00097582 01131412 02005003 02035748 02062036 02109602 02117631 02172710 02179818 02186062 02192799 02234194 
00053944 00097582 01131607 02005003 02035812 02063661 02109615 02117657 02172935 02179856 02186122 02192803 02236010 
00055111 00097755 01131646 02005087 02035981 02063847 02109622 02117852 02173189 02179881 02186130 02192804 02237567 
00055763 00098139 01131818 02005143 02036269 02063916 02109639 02117899 02173197 02179974 02186137 02192848 02237567 
00056055 00098928 01131889 02006712 02036489 02065416 02109645 02117996 02173197 02179985 02186157 02192871 02237568 
00056076 00099660 01132397 02006845 02036813 02065424 02109658 02117998 02173197 02179989 02186174 02192928 02238915 
00056411 00100989 01132687 02006890 02036935 02065427 02109750 02118011 02173205 02179989 02186180 02193147 02238921 
00057349 00101960 01133128 02006964 02036991 02065704 02109790 02118107 02173222 02180040 02186190 02193254 02239196 
00057618 00102309 01133320 02007357 02037082 02065940 02109799 02119057 02173587 02180049 02186202 02193480 02240977 
00057618 00102339 01133392 02007530 02037096 02066339 02109849 02119074 02173742 02180049 02186256 02193492 02241718 
00057855 00102354 01133831 02007604 02037096 02066374 02109911 02119454 02173922 02180345 02186259 02194028 02242160 
00058198 00103045 01133835 02007762 02037175 02066808 02109915 02120195 02173973 02180397 02186374 02194422 02242276 
00058630 00103333 01133899 02007959 02037179 02066917 02109920 02120254 02173996 02180400 02186374 02194489 02243183 
00058737 00104996 01133899 02007959 02037187 02067173 02109925 02120270 02174298 02180455 02186408 02194496 02243189 
00058937 00104996 01134146 02010918 02037260 02067251 02109990 02120309 02174382 02180471 02186408 02194868 02244454 
" 00058981 00106106 01134237 02012212 02037260 02067533 02110420 02120371 02174720 02180589 02186629 02195061 02244712 
1, 00059045 00109447 01134434 02012849 02037314 02067745 02110588 02120398 02174825 02180607 02186630 02195430 02244772 
00059045 00109713 01134486 02013500 02037416 02068292 02110615 02120403 02174854 02180607 02186643 02196182 02246490 
00061123 00112013 01134508 02013945 02037461 02068294 02110628 02120550 02175019 02180644 02186667 02196182 02247052 
00061606 00112125 01134610 02015462 02037485 02069345 02110642 02120561 02175081 02180665 02186712 02196884 02248119 
00061607 00112184 01134617 02016299 02037487 02069378 02110686 02121458 02175348 02180667 02186714 02196931 02248525 
00061625 00112794 01134925 02016532 02037520 02071205 02110704 02121770 02175366 02180706 02186737 02196931 02249193 
00062020 00112899 01135055 02016541 02037598 02071422 02110718 02121844 02175435 02180726 02186738 02197248 02249203 
00062568 00113223 01135085 02016807 02037608 02071492 02110727 02121845 02175828 02180726 02186763 02197334 02249543 
00062568 00113693 01135088 02016807 02037612 02071609 02110810 02121859 02175828 02180766 02186776 02197334 02254571 
00062773 00114003 01120707 02017682 02037706 02073050 02110810 02121886 02176192 02180788 02186873 • 02197357 02256088 
00063014 00114824 01121610 02017682 02037/7i 02075499 02110815 02121943 02176209 02180805 02186915 02197365 02256473 
• 00063014 00116137 01121659 02017732 02037897 02077079 02110820 02121977 02176215 02180822 02186915 02197370 02256474 I 
00063296 00116442 01121750 02017993 02037951 02077116 02111523 02122055 02176610 02180852 02186927 02197479 02256669 
00064724 00116633 01135094 02018738 02038170 02077864 02111627 02122072 02176641 02180925 02186939 02197486 02257902 
00065119 00116773 01135184 02018886 02038401 02079607 02111632 02122081 02176700 02180932 02186939 02197509 02257902 
00066423 00117295 01135232 02018886 02038407 02079706 02111645 02122382 02176703 02181181 02186968 02200821 02258148 
00066455 00117295 01135286 02020352 02038451 02079915 02111802 02122382 02176788 02181225 02186972 02201941 02259387 
00066881 00117880 01135423 02020796 02038681 02081807 02112049 02122416 02176857 02181247 02186994 02201941 02259651 
00067446 00117903 01135458 02020916 02038832 02081893 02112052 02122418 02176862 02181267 02186997 02201943 02259983 
00068601 00118359 01135466 02020934 02038894 02082212 02112234 02123405 02176880 02181318 02187276 02201943 02260063 
00069540 00118389 01135702 02021050 02038904 02084237 02112543 02124402 02176916 02181350 02187326 02201963 02260069 
00069797 0011S275 01135734 02021087 02039199 02087269 021 12547 02124475 02177041 02181452 02187368 02201963 02260749 
00070217 00119496 01135872 02021147 02039212 02087404 02112577 02127434 02177209 02181452 02187393 02201982 02266856 
00070222 00119928 01135872 02021249 02039255 02088516 02112635 02128267 02177358 02181452 02187408 02201985 02266868 
00070471 00120204 01135960 02021249 02039263 02088932 02112639 02128338 02177362 02181565 02187408 02201989 '00044936 
00070831 00120204 01136060 02021623 02039288 02089315 02112731 02128367 02177515 02181604 02187408 02202015 '01052184 
00070853 00120672 01136087 02022228 02039401 02089584 02112835 02128439 02177570 02181604 02187430 02202027 '01053622 
00070988 00120827 01136113 02022574 02040040 02099717 02112836 02128485 02177570 02181623 02187488 02202048 '02112878 
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MEAC FOOTBALL 
NC A&T 34 
Delaware St. 7 
Bethune-Cookman 7 
Hampton 37 
Morgan St. 14 
Norfolk St 17 
Howard 23 
S. Carolina St. 9 
Florida A&M 7 
Troy St 24 
MEAC STANDINGS 
1 . Bethune-Cookman 
(5-1, 9-1) 
2. Florida A&M 
(5·2, 7-4) 
3. Howard 
(4-2, 6-3) 
4. Hampton 
(4-2, 6·4) 
5. S. Carolina St. 
(3-3, 6-4) 
6. Morgan St. 
(3-3, 5-5) 
7. N. Carolina A&T 
(2-4. 4-6) 
8. Delaware St. 
(1-5, 3· 7) 
9. Norfolk St. 
(1-6, 3-6) 
Men's Basketball 
Radio One All-Stars 70 
Howard 85 
Bow.Ung 
TEAM RESULTS 
1. N. Carolina A&T 
~0.827 
2. UMES 
10,576 
3. Morgan St. 
9,742 
4. Howard 
9,123 
5. Florida A&M 
8,769 
Individual Results 
2. Kimberly Willfams 
1,992 
Named to All· 
Tournament Team 
Men's Soccer 
Howard O 
Oneonta 2 
Volleyball 
(Saturday) 
Flor ida A&M 3 
Howard O 
(30-15, 30-9, 30-20) 
(Sunday) 
Bethune-Cookman 3 
Howard 1 
(30-15, 30· 15, 30-20) 
I 
Senior Captains 
Lead Bison to Win 
By Tercz Paylor 
Contributing Writer 
In a game where four 
starter.; soored in double-digits, 
senior captains Ron Williamson 
and Kyle Williams stood out as 
the Howard basketball team 
kicked off the 2002-2003 season 
with a bang. 
Williamson soored 28 points 
on nine of 13 shooting and 
Williams added 13 points, nine 
rebounds, and five assists in 
Howard's 85-70 exhibition victo-
ry over the Radio One All-Stars 
Thursday night. 
The Radio One All-Stars are 
a collection of former college and 
NBA players coached by Dallas 
Gr.isty. The squad featured for-
mer stars such as Ennis Whatley 
from the Atlanta Hawks, 
University of Maryland's Jeff 
Baxter, and Darryl Prue from the 
University of West Virginia. 
The Bison began the game 
with a 7·0 run and started the 
second balf leading 36-27, but 
the gap soon closed as Radio One 
went on a 20-9 run to take a two 
point lead. Howard then 
responded with a 12-1 run of 
their own, which made the soore 
57-48, 
After one last charge by 
Radio One that cut the deficit to 
four, the Bison put the game out 
of reach by outscoring Radio One 
26-10, bringing the soore to 83-
63 with less than two minutes 
remaining. 
Williams did most of his 
damage early by sooring nine 
points in the first half and 
Williamson came alive in the sec-
ond half scoring 21 points, 
including four three-pointers. At 
5'6", freshman Louis Ford got to 
start at point guard and played 
well, scoring 13 points on five of 
eight shooting, grabbing six 
rebounds and dishing out fh,-e 
assists. 
"It was cool, it was a little 
more than I e,~ed, a little 
more physically demanding. The 
game was definitely a little faster 
than high school," Ford said "1 
thought we played well as a team, 
but I definitely have to limit my 
turnovers." 
Power forward Mario Grove 
and center Qadeer "Q" Habeeb 
bad 13 and eight points, respec· 
lively. As a team, the Bison sbot 
47 percent from the field and 44 
percent from three-point land. 
Grasty was gracious in Radio 
One's defeat and had some good 
things to say about the Bison 
hoopers. 
"I thought the [Bison] oper-
ated very well; they executed 
well," Grasty said. "They've got a 
couple of excellent shooters and 
they played very good, so hope-
fully they'll have a great year." 
Howard Head Coach 
Frankie Allen was proud of the 
team's perfonnance, but admits 
that there is still room for 
improvement. 
"I was pleased with the way 
the entire team played and I 
think the new guys blended in 
well with the older guys," Allen 
said "We shot the baJJ well, but 
we still have a lot to work on. We 
need to have some areas of 
Pho10s by CatTOII Smith 
Top, senior guard Ron 
WIiiiamson lays in two. 
Bottom, senior forward Kyle 
WIiiiams hits a Jumper. 
improvement on defense, but 
we'll work on iL This team has 
the ability to get better." 
Williamson agreed with 
Allen's assessment 
"I thought we played pretty 
good as a team," Williamson 
said "Like Coach Allen said, we 
shot the baJJ well and we just 
have to get better on the defen-
sive end, in tenns of talking and 
communicating. lf we do that, 
"-e'll be a pretty good team." 
rushing yards this season. 
"We knew all week that we 
could run on this team," Bison 
Head Coach Ray Petty said. "The 
offensive line's confidence was 
there all week long. They knew 
they could come in here and 
move them around and they 
really believed in Jay. They came 
in and just dominated the game 
today." 
In addition to opening up 
lanes for Colbert, the offensive 
line, led by seniors Zaqorae 
Brown-Hopkins and Marques 
Ogden, had total control over the 
line of scrimmage, making it 
almost impossible for defenders 
to get to quarterback Donald 
Clark. 
Clark turned in one of the 
best performances of his career 
completing 17 of 25 passes for 
Photo by Chris Clevenger/Hendersonville Times-News 182 yards, two touchdowns and 
MEAC Offensive Player of the Week Jay Colbe rt. no interceptions. 
Football Team Puts 
Bulldogs to Sleep 
By Aisha Chaney 
Sports Editor 
The Howard football team 
made the Bulldogs of South 
Carolina State feel like nothing 
more than pussycats Saturday as 
tl1ey rode into Oliver Stadium, 
played a close to flawless game, 
and claimed sole possession of 
third place in the conference 
with a 23-9 victory. 
The win was the third con-
secutive for the Bison (6-3 over-
all, 4-2 MEAC), who have won 
their last five out of six games 
and are now assured their first 
winning season since 1998. 
South Carolina State, on the 
other hand, drops to 6-4 overall 
and 3-3 in the MEAC, which 
leaves them tied for fifth place 
with Morgan State, who suffered 
a surprising 17-14 loss to 
Delaware State Saturday. 
Few predicted that the Bison 
would still be in contention for 
the MEAC crown at this point in 
the season, but given current 
conference standings, the Bison 
are primed to challenge for first 
place next weekend. 
With an upset victory over 
first-ranked Bethune-Cookman 
(9-1, 5-1) in Daytona this 
Saturday and a win the following 
week against Delaware State (3-
7, 1-5), the Bison could very well 
be fitted for championship rings. 
Howard set the pace early 
with an effective game plan that 
consisted of giving the ball to 
junior speedster Jay Colbert and 
allowing him to do his damage 
on the ground. As a result, the 
Bison had control of the ball a 
majority of the game (43:09) 
while the Bulldogs accumulated 
only 10 first downs in the 16 min-
utes and 51 seconds they had the 
ball. 
Colbert, the MEAC Offensive 
Player of the Weck, set a new 
school record for carries in a 
game with 40 and racked up a 
career high 182 rushing yards. 
He needs 190 yards in the team's 
final two games to reach 1,000 
TI1ough his playing status 
was still questionable just two 
days before the game because of 
bruised ribs he sustained last 
week, Clark was efficient, 
spreading the love among 
receivers on both deep routes as 
well as quick slants to junior 
Shaun Miller (five catches, 64 
yards). 
"I wasn't sure if I was gonna 
play the whole game, but I was 
gonna tty to go as much as I 
could and I ended up going the 
whole game. Titere were a couple 
times I might've wanted to come 
out," Clark said with a laugh. 
"But I just didn't wanna come 
out, so I played through tl1e pain 
and we were able to come out 
with the victory." 
After trading scores on a 
one-yard touchdown run by 
Clark and a 27-yard field goal by 
Bulldog kicker Guy Depalo, 
Bison kicker Vaughn Waters 
converted a 22-yard field goal, 
Howard's first of the season, to 
put the Bison up 10-3 to end the 
first quarter. 
Midway through the second, 
the Bison capped a 10-play, 68-
yard drive when Clark hit fresh-
man tight end Sam Buck on a 
comer route in the end zone, for 
his first touchdown of the sea-
son. Waters missed the extra 
point, but the Bison headed into 
The Hilltop 
Volleyball Falls on 
Florida Road Trip 
By Ethan Zagore 
Contributing Writer 
The women's volleyball 
team dropped their last two 
games of the regular season 
and must rebound quickly as 
the MEAC tournament begins 
Thursday in Baltimore. With 
road losses this weekend to 
Florida A&M and Bethune-
Cookman, the Lady Bison fin• 
ished the regular season 9-20 
overall and 8-7 in the M EAC. 
Saturday the Lady 
Bison started their two-game 
Florida road trip by falling 3-
0 to Ilorida A&M in 
Tallahassee. The win was 
FAMU's thirteenth straight 
conference victory (19-4 
overall,13-0 MEAC) this sea-
son and their fiftieth win in a 
row against conference com-
petition. 
The Rattlers defeated 
the Lady Bison 30-15, 30-9, 
30-20. Florida A&M came 
out fierce, taking insur-
mountable leads in the first 
two games. Led by outside 
bitter Adriana Kostadinova 
(10 kills in match) awl setter 
Delisha Peterson, the 
Rattlers made15 kills to 
Howard's seven in the first 
game and 17 to three in the 
second. FAMU also played 
stellar defense and finished 
the match with five total team 
blocks. 
Howard was led by 
the excellent play of NaShay 
Edwards (9 kills, 7 digs) and 
the locker room with a comfort-
able 16-3 halftime lead. 
Neither team scored in the 
third quarter, but Clark hooked 
up with wide-out Kevin 
Simmonds (8 catches, 83 yards, 
1 TD) for a 10-yard touchdown in 
Howard's opening drive of the 
fourth, ex1ending their lead 23-3. 
The Bulldogs responded 
with a touchdown of their own 
on the following drive when 
wide-out Willis Ham scored on a 
62-yard catch and run play. 
Depalo's PAT was blocked by 
freshman defensive lineman 
Jesse Hayes, which kept the 
Bison lead at 23-9, 
On the Bulldogs final 
attempt at bridging the gap, 
Howard defensive back 
Rontarius Robinson intercepted 
quarterback Reese 
McCampbell's pass o\'er the mid-
dle and returned it 22 yards 
before finally being taken down. 
The Bison defense was solid 
the entire game with All-
American linebacker Tracy 
White, a South Carolina native, 
leading the way with eight solo 
tackles and three assists. Senior 
linebacker Michael Ajayi and 
safety Vontrae Long added nine 
and fi\'e tackles, respectively. 
"When I come home, I have 
to put on a show because all my 
people are here," White said with 
a smile on his face. • And then I 
have to make them [South 
Carolina State] pay for not 
recruiting me, too." 
Whetl1er it was from getting 
tackled by junior defensive back 
Brian Johnson on a fourth and 
short scramble, watching as 
receivers bobbled passes, or see-
ing Bison cornerback Serge 
Sejour deliver a jarring hit to star 
wide-out Michael King, the frus-
tration on the face of 
McCampbell was clearly evident 
by the end of the game. 
"I don't know what was 
wrong with my receivers today. I 
don't know if they were concen-
trating on the hit before they 
caught the ball or what; 
McCampbell said. "These last 
two games arc really gonna be a 
big part of our season. We've 
worked too hard to come out 
breaking even." 
Brittany Williams (te 
assists). ' Although l th 
played much better ~n ti e 
third game, Florida A&M was 
too strong offensively and 
closed out the mate!\ with a 
30-20 third game win. 
Again, the Lady Bison 
came out sluggish Sunday at 
Bethune-Cookman {12-19). 
The Lady Wildcats recorded 
19 kills and took the first 
game 30-15. However, the 
Lady Bison tied the match 1-1 
behind the play of Jerri 
Hayes (9 kills),, Crystal 
Amadee (6 kills, 5 digs) and 
Brittany Williams (1?6 assists, 
7 digs). In their second game 
victory the Lady Bison 
showed their offensive fire-
power as they finished the 
game with 15 kills. 
From there it was all 
Bethune-Cookman. Led by 
Melissa Sanders (23 kiJls) 
and Jafna Davies. (18 kills), 
the Wildcats , defeated 
Howard 30-15 and 30-20 to 
take the match. In the final 
two games Bethune had 18 
kills and finished the game 
witb three players in double 
figures for kills. 
"We are. going to 
practice hard, stay confident 
and get ready for the tourna-
ment," said senior Margaret 
Alexander. 1 
"We know how much tal-
ent we have on this team and 
hopefully we'll be a II rested 
up and injury free before 
heading to Baltimore.• 
First Lady o 
the MEAC 
y Elena Bergeron 
Sports Editor 
"My tolerance level with 
di,m-spcct is ,·cl'.\ low." Anni 
anady shniggL-d hefo 
unlay's contest bctwttn th 
ISO ti South C'Jrolina Stat,•. 
With that stutcmcnt and 
1-a,.: of her rt'<I maniet1n:d fin 
emails, Annice Canad,· dis 
missed criticism she· has 
rt'<" iHvl ~ II' t' de I 
1cr fir. t ) e0 r a., I>1\1•iou I• 
ootball'~ first female official. 
F,,r the thn'C'-timc c.1.nce 
i1r.i,· r, kt-eping orJcr nmon 
oo lb lincm >t I! tr rnp ut 
•re t u~ ,, • m r t , 
llrmst• and her left hip ll'lt be 
ookini: for altcrn.1ti1e rncth 
f phy.ical thcrnpy. 
• After thl• mncer, I had t 
et out of thl' house and official 
ing was a way for me to do tha 
liecrttL'iC f'w ,th,11) s Ion'(] foot 
ball.'' Omady ,;aid. 
C.1.nady has 11<.."<'n ,, or kin 
both basketball and footbal 
games sinct' 1991, officiatin 
high s,:hool g:lllll'S in botl1 ht' 
natiH• Florida and the D.C'. u 
nm! lllO\ingonto MRI\Cb:tskct 
ball game., and .'.'J'AIA Di\'isior 
IJI football last year. 
,\t tl1e beginning of this sea 
,n, l'ol&\l' supcrvisvr of offi 
ials.Johnn) Gric·r imitro her t 
S<'rinutld!(C at Florida 
, hef'(' NFL ~upcl"\ i.-;or.; c, aluat 
,ffidal-. Can.id~ \\as on,· ,,fth 
thrt't' cu11dicfates =mmend 
to Grier to join the MF.AC ai; , 
line judge on a nint~pcr.;on cm 
,itl1 the goo! of cwntuallv refo 
-eing an NI-1, game. She i,,a.r 
hat e..-t'n though she onlv n 
fo·e yt'ars of collegiate ·c.xperi 
•nee, there nrc other banie 
that stand bt'tlwen bt·r w1d he 
•oal. 
"l\lo:,t of the supcr.isors 
vhite males and thcy·n· no 
:l't'ning the doors for white o 
lack ft•n:1.1les. Of row'Se foot 
,all \\ill be the I.1st to let worue 
n," Canady said. 
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Coach Street 
Speaks on 
Women's Soccer 
Bison Drop Final 
Game of Season 
By Sarah-Jane Thomas 
Contributing Writer 
With Head Coach 
Michelle Street at the helm, 
the Howard University 
women's soccer team com-
pleted their season with a 
6-9-1 record on Oct. 27. 
Street has been with the 
program since it first began 
as intramurals in 1995, to 
its current status as an 
NCAA Division I team. 
Street just finished her 
eighth season as the head 
coach of the team, and will 
return next fall for her 
ninth. 
Street is proud of the 
accomplishments of her 
team during this fall sea-
son. Having been bitten by 
the injury bug, younger 
players got more time on 
the field. 
"This year, we played 
mostly freshmen and soph-
omores. We were a young 
team, but we did well," 
Street said. "Look forward 
to the growth and maturity 
for the team next year.• 
Although they won 11-0 
in a game against Delaware 
State a few weeks back, 
Street believes that points 
don't mean everything be-
cause much more is at stake 
in a good soccer game. 
"In the Western Car-
olina game in the H.U. Clas-
sic, our team came full cir-
cle. We were up against a 
very worthy opponent, and 
we played well,• Street said. 
"We took the lead early, 
' 
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kept that lead, and did not 
give up any goals. Another 
good game was when we 
were playing American Uni-
versity. We lost 4-3, but it 
was very emotional.• 
In fall 2000, the Lady 
Booters went from being in 
the Big South Conference to 
becoming Independent. The 
change was not easy for the 
team to bear. 
"Right now we would be 
in the conference champi-
onship. The last game of the 
season is pretty much the 
last game of the season, re-
gardless of your record,• 
Street said. 'This makes the 
end of the season anti-cli-
mactic. It is difficult to cre-
ate a new vibe because we 
aren't getting ready for 
playoffs or anything." 
The change also hurts 
recruiting because many 
h igh school girls look for-
ward to playing in the 
NCAA post-season games, 
especially since the team is 
affiliated in the NCAA Divi-
sion I. 
•we are not in a confer-
ence right now, so we don't 
always come up against the 
same teams,• Street said. 
"However, there are some 
schools in the area like 
American and Georgetown 
that we see a lot. We need 
extra support from the fans 
during those games. They 
are lined up for next year 
and the girls are already 
very anxious to get at 
them.• 
The Lady Booters were 
not able to play their game 
Photo by All-Pro Photography 
Women's Soccer Head Coach, Michelle Street, instructs her 
team as sophomore midfielder Sakira Cook looks on. 
against Akron College ear-
lier this season because 
Akron did not show up in 
fear of the sniper that 
plagued our area in Octo-
ber. This is the third con-
secutive year that the team 
was not able to play as a re-
sult of the current events in 
the area. 
"Last year, it was 9-11 
and the year before that, it 
was a tornado,• Street said. 
"But the team stayed fo-
cused, and we've managed 
to get the job done." 
Senior Er inn Garner, a 
leading forward on the 
team, was injured last sea-
son during play. Her injury 
had quite an impact on the 
t eam and it caused several 
younger players to step up. 
"We felt the impact last 
year when she went down, 
but this year we had new 
hope," Street said. "Ranieka 
[Bean] was a very strong 
forward this year. She was 
our target when it came to 
scoring goals and she was 
able to hold players off.• 
Street is looking to 
strengthen the midfield 
next year. 
"The signing period 
isn't taking place until Feb-
ruary, but we do have some 
players we are looking at," 
Street said. 
Street also expects some 
existing team members to 
shine next season. 
"Next year will be 
Karisma Horne's senior 
year . We expect her to go 
out with a bang," Street 
said. 
Overall, Street antici-
pates a solid year in 2003. 
"The girls are training 
hard everyday. Many of us 
have learned from our mis-
takes and corrective action 
is being taken to remedy 
them," Street said. "Next 
year is going to be fun. We 
are looking forward to a 
positive off-season, and 
continued support from the 
Howard University family.· 
By Thomas Savage 
Contributing Writer 
The Oneonta Red Drag-
ons defeated the Howard 
Univers ity men's soccer team 
2-0 Saturday and snapped an 
eight game losing streak. 
This conference match was 
the last scheduled game for 
the Bison this season. 
Howard came into the 
game with a win against 
Philadelphia University and 
a tie against Florida Interna-
tional, not having allowed a 
goal in 200 minutes of soc-
cer. • 
Junior Jme Amoako, last 
year's points and goals leader 
for the Red Dragons, man-
aged to score his first goal of 
the season. Eight minutes 
into the contest, Amoako 
scored what proved to be the 
winning goal of the game. 
Throughout the remain-
der of the first half, both 
teams had opportunities to 
score, but both defenses 
stepped up when necessary. 
The match became more and 
more physical as freshman 
Keith Tucker Ill received a 
red card for an altercation 
with a Red Dragon player. 
After his ejection, the Bison 
played a man down for the 
remainder of the match. 
"Throughout the entire 
game, their players were 
kicking us and calling us 
names, I guess one of their 
players just pushed Keith too 
far,• said Andrew Fortune. "I 
do not think that it was the 
best way to handle the situa-
tion, but sometimes things 
happen in the heat of compe-
tition." 
In the second half, 
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Howard had several oppor-
tunities to tie the match but 
was stopped each time. 
Fifty-one minutes into the 
match, junior Ronald 
Goodlett missed an open shot 
opportunity off of the goal 
post. Goodlett accounted for 
the only two shots that 
Howard was able to manage 
in the game. 
Howard completes its 
season with a 4-9-1 overall 
record, and 1-3-1 conference 
record. With the loss of 
seven seniors, including key 
defender Michael Gbologah, 
the Bison look forward to the 
addition of quality freshman 
to next year's team, and the 
return of four sidelined 
starters. 
"We were looking for-
ward to a great season at the 
beginning of the year. Un-
fortunately, injuries and 
other problems took away a 
few key players," senior 
Michael Gbologah said. 
"Next year I believe that the 
team will be a strong con-
tender for conference cham-
pion.• 
Part of the problem with 
this year's team, aside from 
the injuries, is the shortage 
of shots. Howard seemed to 
be evenly matched with most 
of its opponents, including 
Oneonta. However, just like 
the two-shot performance 
this weekend, Howard has 
been out-shot 173-107 this 
season. 
If all of the returning 
players are able to play next 
year, look forward to Howard 
putting up good numbers, 
and coming away with a lot 
more wins next season. 
BS 
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Pelosi for Minority Party Leader 
So, the elections have 
come and gone and now that 
the Democrats have lost con-
trol of the House of 
Representatives, many people 
are wary of what is in store for 
the future of our 
country. 
In light of the 
Republicans' pres-
ent domination of 
vative democrat. Sure, it would 
be nice to have a black 
Democratic Party leader, but 
for fairness sake, there should 
be some sort of strong liberal 
stance as an opposition to the 
Our View: 
provides that stance and will 
thus bring balance to the 
unequal proportioning of 
Republicans and Democrats. 
The House Democratic Caucus 
needs a leader who ,viii build 
on the caucus' liberal 
base, and also be able 
to link moderate, con-
servative and liberal 
democrats. Pelosi 
the House, there is 
a need for a strong 
liberal voice as 
Democratic Party 
leader. Democrat 
Nancy Pelosi of 
There is a need for a strong lib-
eral voice a,nongst the n1ajority of 
conservatives in the House. 
seems to be the right 
person to lead the 
House Democrats in 
the new Congress. 
Now more than 
ever, we need a strong 
defense against 
staunch conservatism 
San Francisco is 
the suitable candi-
date for the job. 
Pelosi is running against 
Harold Ford, a Black conser-
overwhelmingly conservative 
presence in the House of 
Representatives. Nancy Pelosi 
in this country and Nancy 
Pelosi is the woman who will 
carry out the counter-attack. 
Where Is the New and 
Improved Interfaith Room? 
Here is a little piece of 
wisdom to live by: Some 
things should be done right 
away. Sounds basic 
right? Or maybe 
even simple. But the 
fact of the matter is, 
Granted, there are 
many other things that have 
to be dealt with on our cam-
Our View: 
the promise of the Interfaith 
Room for Catholic and 
Muslim students in particu-
lar, be fulfilled. It 
is particularly 
important for 
Howard's Muslim 
population now, some things arc too 
important to be 
dealt with by drag-
ging one's feet. 
The old 
bookstore was sup-
posed to undergo 
renovations so that 
The University needs to get the 
ball rolling on the remodeling of 
the Inte1faith Room. 
during the month 
of Ramadan. 
It is some-
times necessary to 
put pressure 
where it is needed 
in order to get 
things done. Too 
many people have 
it can become the 
Interfaith Room 
and be used by various reli-
gious groups on campus. 
We're still waiting. The 
University has said that the 
remodeling would be under-
way, but the labor has yet to 
be seen. 
pus, but in prioritizing these 
things, n vestige for religious 
activities of students should 
be number one or two. In 
order to sus tain each stu-
dent's religious freedom 
right, it is only fitting that 
a necessity for a place such 
as the Interfaith Room and 
the University should not 
delay this project, but get it 
done• preferably, yesterday. 
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Physical Education Req11irements 
Promote Good Health 
It is Monday morn-
ing. You drag yourself out of 
bed and throw on some 
sweats and a T-shirt. After 
finally making 
your way to good 
old Burr 
Gymnasium at 
this ungodly 9am 
architect, or news anchor if 
you are withering away from 
bad health. 
It is no secret that the 
Our View: 
Let us not forget that 
this is the Mecca of Black 
intelligentsia - Howard has 
a reputat ion for cultivating 
acclaimed writers, 
teachers, perform-
ers, doctors, 
lawyers, and execu-
tives, so it is only 
hour, your week 
is officially 
kicked off by fifty 
minutes of sweat-
ing and panting. 
This is the SO· 
called plight of 
Physical Education classes are 
beneficial to Howard students; 
they are not a waste of time. 
right that Howard 
should produce 
generation after 
generation of health 
conscious Black 
men and women. 
How can we be 
many Howard students: the 
drudgery of having to take 
four physical education 
classes that have nothing to 
do with your goal of becom-
ing an entrepreneur, archi-
tect, or news anchor. On any 
given day, one can hear stu-
dents mumbling and grum-
bling about volleyball, bad-
minton, tennis, aerobics, or 
(last but not least) swim-
ming classes. They question 
why it is mandatory to have 
physical education classes in 
order to graduate. 
Despite the seemingly 
burdensome presence of 
P.E. requirements, the 
answer to this question is 
that P.E. is a necessity. You 
cannot be an entrepreneur, 
overall health of African 
Americans is poor. Cancer, 
heart disease, diabetes, and 
obesity plague our commu-
nities, largely because of a 
lack of health consciousness. 
And let us not forget to men-
tion the need to dispel the 
myth that • Black people 
can't swim." Maybe after 
you take your mandatory 
swimming class, we can 
start breaking down some of 
these stereotypes. 
If we are informed 
about taking care of our-
selves, we arc likely to lead 
longer, healthier lives. The 
benefit of P .E. classes is the 
advocating of exercise and 
good health practices in an 
academic environment. 
leaders of America and the 
global community if we are 
not alive and well? 
P.E. is NOT a waste of 
time. True, the fifty minutes 
twice a week will not give 
you the Janet Jackson abs or 
the LL arms, but it will pro-
vide a regular exercise regi-
men that most busy college 
co-eds would not normally 
get. Moreover, it will get you 
thinking about your health 
and the importance of tak-
ing care of your body. 
So get up, throw on 
those sweats and make your 
way to Burr knowing that 
you are getting your week 
started off right. One day, 
you'll be glad you did. 
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Freshman Seminar 
from an Instructor's 
Point of View 
Pau!E. Logan 
I read with interest 
and some disappointment 
the article on Freshman 
Seminar which was pub-
lished in October first's 
issue of The Hilltop. It is 
my hope that you will revis-
it the topic and explore 
carefully the goals and 
objectives of the course. 
While I admit there 
might be a few instructors 
in the Program who arc not 
following the established 
guidelines - instructors 
who will be weeded out if 
the Program has a future -
there are over forty sections 
of Freshman Seminar, in 
which many students are 
benefiting from the critical 
discussions of essays 
penned by W. E.B. Du Bois, 
Alain LeRoy Locke, Toni 
Morrison, Martin Luther 
King Jr., James Baldwin, 
and many more. 
The ideas inscribed in 
these essays are part of our 
intellectual heritage. Yes, 
our students must memo-
rize the poem "Strong Men." 
What better way to intro-
duce our students to 
Sterling Allen Brown who 
for many years taught in the 
Department of English 
here; who, it is maintained, 
was responsible for intro-
ducing the first course on 
African-American literature 
at Howard; and who was 
active in the New Negro 
Renaissance. In what 9ther 
course at the University, 
will all students read and 
discuss King's "Letter from 
Birmingham Jail," 
Morrison's Char:er Day 
Address, Du Bois' "The 
Field and Function of the 
Negro College," or Locke's 
"The New Negro"? 
Several years ago, a 
senior in the College of Arts 
and Sciences applied for 
admission to the medical 
school at the University of 
Maryland. The first ques-
tion which he was asked 
was: Who is Alain LeRoy 
Locke? He didn't' know!! 
He had entered Locke Hall 
for four years and didn't 
know anything about the 
man for whom the building 
was named. I decided at 
that time that no student in 
the College of Arts and 
Sciences would graduate 
without having been intro-
duced to Locke and one of 
his seminal essays. 
What we know about 
the African-American intel-
lectual heritage makes us 
truly the African Americans 
whom Du Bois and Carter 
G. Woodson envisioned. 
Freshman Seminar merely 
opens the door to that intel-
lectual heritage. 
Paul E. Logan 
Director, Freshman 
Seminar Department of 
Modern Languages and 
Literatures College of Arts 
and Sciences 
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Senior Guys, Freshman Girls: An Epidemic 
Ife Goodson 
When I came to Howard 
my freshmen year in 1999, I 
decided to attend all the 
freshmen events for enter-
tainment as well as to meet 
new people. 
One night after the cam-
pus pal dating game, I met a 
nice guy. In conversation 
with this guy I asked him 
what was his classification. 
He replied that he was a sen-
ior. The first thing that came 
to mind when he said this 
was "What was he, a non-
freshman and non-campus 
pal member, doing here?" It 
was no secret to me that 
some older guys are attracted 
to younger women because 
they think that they are naive 
and gullible. I did not know if 
he thought this of me so I 
gave him my number anyway. 
One night, while talking 
on the phone I decided to 
give him a little test. While 
we were talking I said some-
thing to the effect of I 
thought that I was being 
approached by some guys 
only because I was a fresh-
man. He began to stutter. 
I know that traditionally 
women are more mature than 
men, and therefore to bal-
ance the mental aspect of the 
relationship women involve 
themselves with older guys. 
But in situations like the 
above, the objective is to tip 
the relationship scale making 
it an unfair playing field. So 
do older men at Howard have 
a moral obligation to younger 
women whom are not men-
tally ready to engage in inter-
actions with them? 
When the whole R. Kelly 
scandal became the talk of 
the campus some people took 
the standpoint that if R. Kelly 
was going to engage in sexual 
activities like those on the 
tape, why didn't he pick one 
of the millions of twenty-one 
and older women who would 
have been happy to do that 
and more. I extend this to the 
Mecca "men" in question. I 
don't understand why the 
freshman women are being 
targeted when it is clear that 
some of them are immature 
and gullible. 
It is a serious problem 
when one's attendance at the 
Quad and the Annex is higher 
than their attendance in 
some classes. Some women 
are so happy to be involved 
with an older guy (especially 
when he is involved in cam-
pus activities and organiza-
tions) but they should 
remember that they have an 
obligation to themselves. 
Lastly, do the upperclass-
men females have an obliga-
tion to inform these types of 
women of what is going on? 
Initially, someone may 
respond by saying it is none 
of their business, but are you 
your sister's keeper? 
The Nasty Attitudes Are On Both Sides of the Counter ave somet 1111g to 
say? Se11d all 
PERSPECTIVES 
to Cassaundra 
Cu111bess, 
Editorials & 
Perspectives Editor 
Jamilab-Asali I. Lemieux 
"From the time of 
registration to the time of 
exams, every HU student has 
to face some conflict with a 
staff member who has been 
categorized as rude and 
earned the ghetto name of 
'NASTY'." 
I agree with most of 
Marcello Cash's comment: 
though many of the Howard 
staff members are quite ami-
able, far too many of them 
are extremely rude. However, 
"nasty" is in no way connect-
ed to being "ghetto". I would 
like to ask how can a person 
be a section of a city populat-
ed primarily by one ethnic 
minority group due to socio-
economic pressure? That's 
what "ghetto" means, for 
those of you who do not 
know. 
But for the sake of 
discourse, let's use the com-
mon working definition of 
"ghetto": someone from the 
'hood. Not everyone from the 
ghetto is rude. Many of our 
professors and fellow stu-
dents are from poor Black 
neighborhoods. And there 
are many, many brothers and 
sisters from middle/upper-
middlc/upper class back-
grounds that are downright 
nasty. 
Yes, some of the cafe-
teria ,vorkers need to 
improve their attitudes. But 
so do a lot of the students! 
We make a childish mess in 
the Cafe, steal silverware and 
cups, leave our dirty trays on 
the tables, and then have the 
nerve to be rude to the 
employees! Cash states that 
"the students are first and 
should be served like cus-
tomers and adults - not like 
(the employees) ghetto kids." 
If we are adults, let's act like 
it. Clean up behind yourself, 
be respectful and stop com-
ing in the Cafe just as it clos-
es. If you had a job, in cus-
tomers meandered in as it 
was time for you to close, 
trust, you would be annoyed. 
These people have 
lives beyond serving rude 
students (you show your dis-
regard for those lives by 
referring to their children as 
"ghetto" and the implying 
that we should be treated bet-
ter than them. Have you con-
sidered that they may be 
working here so that they can 
give their kids the opportuni-
ty we have?). 
Respect is give and 
take. When you are respectful 
to the people who serve our 
meals and do not receive the 
same in return, you then have 
a complaint. However, far too 
many of us are post-adoles-
cents who love to scream "I'm 
an adult" as we act like rude 
little children. 
'lhehilltop@hotmail.co 
202-80t,-fi866 
So ... Do You Want the Real Leaders to Stand Up? 
Jonathan Stokes 
Will the real leaders please 
stand up!? So do we stand up 
now, or do we wait around to 
see if anyone else does? 
Perhaps, we'll test the 
waters and wait until the next 
leader asks us to do it again. 
Then we'll really be motivated! 
But let's not leave the followers 
too far ,behind, so promise us, 
Sean T. Parker, that in the next 
article, you'll make a rallying 
cry for them to stand up too. 
Then, we'll all be standing 
and sitting at your command. 
Hopefully when you've 
managed to get everyone 
behind you (because I get the 
strong sense you believe we 
should be), and your "charis-
ma" results in yet another 
assassination, leaders and fol-
lowers worldwide will carry on 
your narrow vision of activism. 
If not, then at least we'll 
all be able to run and leap 
away from Bush and the gang 
because of the massive mus-
cles we've acquired from your 
November 12, 2002 
leadership leg exercises. · 
How long will we let 
this leader/follower dichotomy 
keep a hold of us? Think 
beyond your belief of leader-
ship as a person or entity that 
directs followers' activity. 
Any movement consists of 
many people, all leaders, all in 
control of the groups' destiny. 
When we put the goal of the 
movement into the hands of a 
few "leaders" we run the risk of 
diminishing collective Senti-
ment. 
People are suffering every-
where: black, white, brown, 
and yellow. Yes, a lot of black 
people have it bad, but what 
kind of humans are we if we let 
the plight of oppressed people 
of any color go ignored? Y 
ou say there are no lead-
ers. What do we do now? Let's 
not continue to write articles 
begging people to become 
active. 
Take control of the one 
thing we're accountable for, 
your actions. 
So what do black people do 
if no one steps up even after 
your humble request for 
action? Only through your 
actions will you be the change 
you want to see. 
We are all leaders of our 
own lives, but do we feel the 
need to search you out and tell 
you about it? Better yet, I 
apologize for not publicly 
telling you about my plans to 
help economically empower 
black America. It was rude of 
me. 
Let's take a look at this 
leader/follower thing. 
Consider the people who are 
not self-proclaimed leaders: 
those whom you call followers. 
If a bold call or humble 
request for action ignites no 
movement, no change, it 
becomes easy to believe that 
the cause being fought is actu-
ally lost, or nearing its defeat. 
The followers are ushered 
into thinking that if the leaders 
aren't acting, there's nothing 
for them to do either. These 
are the dangers of your 
leader/follower belief. 
Do not neglect that the 
people you call followers may 
feel as, or more fervently than 
you. 
Here's a bright idea, they 
are not even followers. They 
may be more active than you, 
and they will lead their life, as 
you will lead yours. Abre los 
ojos. The movement you seek 
never died. 
Sadly, the people of today's 
movement face more oppres-
sion from people like you who 
fail to see their strength in 
numbers and in morale, than 
they do from "the man." 
Has it ever occurred to you 
that people who do proclaim 
themselves leaders may not be 
hungry for public attention? 
They just may not be the 
NAACP or HUSA presidents. 
Maybe who is following or 
leading is not their driving 
force. Perhaps they're study-
ing and learning the lessons of 
public service, power, influ-
ence, and effectiveness, so that 
whatever actions they take, 
they do so efficiently. 
If you want a battle to 
fight, enlist in the military. 
I'm sure you'd agree, timing 
The Hilltop 
couldn't be more perfect. 
Whatever you do, refrain from 
making 'blanket statements or 
prejudgments on behalf of 
Howard's silent majority. 
Do not tell Howard stu-
dents what we need to do 
unless you've talked to us and 
understand each person's 
vision in regard to your topic. 
Obviously you haven't and 
have no idea how some of us 
really feel. 
While I commend your 
knowledge on the issues that 
face us, your views on leader-
ship manifest as mere idealis-
tic ranting. 
Did you think that 
Howard's campus would be 
filled with people walking 
around with Afros and signs? 
Progress from your perception 
of black America as a reflection 
of the 196o's and the Black 
Panther Party and step into 
reality. Times have changed. 
If you wish to return to the 
same activity of the 6o's, per-
haps you should consider the 
vast majority of participants in 
that movement who do not 
have holidays or streets in 
tl1eir name. 
Lastly, you chose to quote 
John Adams wherein you cap-
tured the essence of laissez-
faire capitalism: do your own 
thing. What do think we're 
doing? It may be convenient 
for you to think that everyone 
at Howard is going to class and 
to the library to practice day-
dreaming. 
Take the time to see that 
we're doing more that just tak-
ing up space. We're determin-
ing our own destinies, shaping 
our futures, and being leaders 
of our times. 
I humbly ask for you to 
Jom us. But, if it's not too 
much trouble, you might want 
to start by "leading" yourself 
into a professor's office hours 
so you can learn how to talk to 
people before you write arti-
cles about them. 
Jonathan Stokes is a sen-
ior Political Science major 
from Los Angeles, California 
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-Beard Trim to Razor Lines 
words and $2 for every 5 
words thereafter. Personal 
a ds are $2 for the first 10 
words a nd $1 fo r every 
additional 5 words. 
Announcements 
-Eyebrows Razor or Wu 
-Shampoo Condition & Cat 
-Cornrows or Twlst Stylists 
-Hoase Facials 
-Hair Bump Treatment, 
Come Inside For details 
Manlcnre & Pedicure 
Sen·lces Av.allable Al111 
Wednesday Stadeat ID 
Special 
Gold 1988 lsuzu-lmark for 
$800 (negotiable) 
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Before it Rolls Away! 
(202) 986-6012 
t------------1 'It t :L~tlh:i ul AJ;,.b11 C.bl(pltr, 
.i.n,JII, Cl/llllll '.f1~ll, ,'.;11;rt,:r.llJ, 
J.1tt. Financial Planning 
The Health Professions Society 
General Body Meeting 
November 13th, 2002 
Couch For Sale 
-3 Seater-
7 1/2 Feet Long 
Call J @(202) 745-1260 
5:30 PM - 7:00 PM Help Wanted 
1n the Howard Center (3rd Floor) t----------~ 
1Fll'!!'1'!ll'im1b., Q ~l\O:rl!lh., 
All &.J>J>h A l> ll:, . -<Cilll'bll ~ $ilm:ib:n1 <GJ\Dll~ 
A iP!liliJjl~l)ll IAll lllt 
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Earn Sl,000-$2,000 this 
semester with a proven 
Campus Fundra iser 3 hour 
fundraisingg event. Our r,:a=:;=a===;;;;.;.===~ 
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Bible Studies 
Tuesdays 7:00 pm In the 
l nter-fa ltb r oom at the Quad, 
Thursdays, 7:30 pm at Drew 
and 9:00 pm at Carver. 
Sponsor ed by The Navigators 
progr ams make fundraising 
easy with no risks, 
Fundraising dates are 
filling quickly, so get with 
the program! It wor ks. 
Contact Campus 
Fundraiser at 
(888) 923-3238, 
or visit 
www.campusfundraicr.com 
t----------....1 
lBt!Illhlltb:rll Nn:Jl1ili 
Earn up to $300 per day. 
No experience necessary. 
WIii train. 
Call l-866-291-1884 ext.DC13 
Josef, Obviously there are 
secrets between us ... did you 
think I wouldn' t find out? 
---L 
Kcrrv-- \ou will alnm\ ht 
. . 
llut-,otcd when .1ou pla) 
Backstreet UoJ\ or Cher in 
the office. :-1 
,..on hl'half' of the EiC untl 
ENTIRF :.tan 
SP'RI.Na 
B'R€AK 
2003 
DJ ANAJ.YlE SllEKTA UON UlRI ILML2 
II,, HOP, RU llD SCHOlll R£6GAE 
• 
CME AS YOU AM \ FUAS£ BE A SEXY J!UTHA rucu / HO SK£AKERS 
11 TO PMJY I 21 TO D1111• 
Its my party ...... 
.. so aet n~ it Ion want to!! 
THURSDAY NOVEJ\,1B[R.14, 200 
@ Tne Exclusive 
\. t\[)>\ VFJ 
~I Tf:l LUB!. 
IH8U5I~\\ 
"Almost Famous" 
CELEBRITY BIR.THO!\) BASH 
Zatlya'• tu11tl119 21...A{Jalltl 
.come and party~ the star's es 
II t 
v,e c:clebrate Zaklya Roberts 2nd 21 st !>day! 
8/rtiday sAouts: K,lsw, lovo ya, 
f 1110 leers~ hcXnc:cl 
Wl&Milb. VP ' IDperty 
.-,:!Vitg&:Mte bWll'f 2' IOl)Clp !t: bt,Ul.!S 
!A'\.."'RSOPU"i@I0P.\I 
DRE$ ( orn. ,i:x~ ,\\u:,T (l)\lf DR£.5Stl) 
ro L\\l'Rfa5 ~ ,\ ~rAA..'lX' 6 IH:: KE'r? 
f1TT-l'IIICf't«QlfrobcXllfNNC11anact 
RSVP0202~=ir~~ 
@ OC's Ne~ est 
Premier N:ghtclub 
O\l)A vrz 
IH8US[ :-,;w 
THURSDAY NOVHv1BEll 14, 2002 
Derck Rodgers--
Thank \'OU for. lclling · Lauren and company: 
Still Nlissing: 
.... 
The Frida) 
~fanaging Editor 
. . . . . . 
The Hilltop u~c Jour 
scanner (and )Ollr girl- . · 
Cher rocks stop listening 
to that gangster stuff. 
Sing with me "Do you . Be (10 the J<,r,k <,ut for p<1Sttd 
times and lr,catir,ns llf event 
this week!!! 
Five locally black owned 
natural food & herbal stores 
are combining their efforts to 
form Natural Products 
Collective. If your passion is 
business, entrepreneurism, or 
revolutionist, "e need your 
friend)! 1=========!.1 believe in Life After 
#1 Spring Break Free Trips, 
Drinks/Meals Lowest Prices 
Parliesw/MTV/Jerry Springer 
Featu red w/MSNBCrI'ravel 
Channel 
help. Please leave a message 
on message line. 
(202)-521-5213 
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Better than ever!! 
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Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, 41:nil d:nh:r1Tm'lih O:o;nl'ill!i'.l hi 
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida, ~~ UJm4-a:JI Sl11:ln, iJ 10:ont-
SPadre. HO% Best Prices! O:Ds !ll):J' JPll'll1lDJl~:, 4l!l'fl1:lln, 
Book Now & get Free Parties & ;p,n1>:nD1 ~;m~ a;pirll(U!i'.J 
Meals! D:o!D!l"Jl:t~ !lll:il Sl!l'ihr-o!l'lt. 
'WJ IJ1,J}1::0111! C1lib:m1~ Dllll group Discounts. Now Hiring 
Campus Reps! &1 flillfD~llh !P.t.ll~l 4llllil 
1-800-234-7007 !D1)l)\:JQl)3:i;:n:,:i; &Ill 4l IIDl1liDll ll)'t 
endlesssummertours.com llO~Sl!l ~:b4l1lS-t. 'll'ad~ iJ 4l 
____ ...:...=:.;.:.:.==:.;_~ snu:1 '>f4l:1 a-o a-1:1 :p:olbll~:biil 
Attention Spring Breakers Travel Slll:il 1-ol' ti'lih.t:ro 1-D lb1!l!l' l7llll!l' 
Free 2,003 Free trips, drinks & 'fo1~.t. $1:n.il 1:o J1l'b:m1.i.)1o:nJ 
meals Party w/ MTV Hottest ao:Jlul)' a,ti !ll\1:ll1>\Jfllhl]l 
Destinations Most Reliable IY.t.n~,, IB:on 2'11, Ml)'&1:ill. 
www.suospla,htoun.com m ll!W:fin :o:r :10 T1:lll)1J1• 
1-800-426-7710 13'.h!!P@:rllll'iD~ll.ll):t-e, 
BS 
l 
Sp"'"'9 g ,.eak 
;:Jamaican style. 
eve,.>tb<>d>t'" invited. 
'F"°"' ol.-fa...e o~ ~I 
t.-au ... po,tutk>., to P"'llffN, 
ond ac::ffvltt...•, ttv,..,. 
N!.llob&c t~ O~N);to-
will o,e.t yo.. th.e....e. 
sl♦h Spin•" Tc,-.,. t 
1.800.426,7710 
W\.VW.•n"•plo11htoM,..,CO..,. 
StMdent 't'rovc.tl se .. vlce• 
1.800.648.4849 
""""",•t.t""'vcl.c:o.,.. 
~ 
Ar ~,a I know ou a•8 
very concern~d 1bout 
post graduation, but 
we will makr 1t to orac 
,c l C' 
Sincerely Suite Mate 
H1 lhere HP. I w.int you 10 
kno,, the event~ of the la,t 
\\t.-ck t~ not pc-n.onal Bu 
1 w11lkll you a!xlUI II OU 
May 11. 2003. I will 
frame the pies then 100. 
-KKH 
Tara" 
, vek<nue to Qur team! 
Hope )OU ftnd tbt 
couch comfortable. 
Driug your PJs aud 11. 
p illow ror late ntahts! 
Brak- Kerry said to hem 
the hole in your pants. 
The Hilltop 
Love ... ." 
Campus Editorl 
Miriam & Amber-- Keep 
laying out your sections' We 
see you workin' it out! 
Tl\ Lauren, (who works so 
hard for so ltttle recogni-
•,o )·· T-:ec!} doing the 
:-·n thing. 
Ai ~a & Elena. the s.porls 
babes-- Don't hit me 111 
the chest! 
Kindle-- Congratulations 
on gaining a pound! 
Alysha-- We see you 
and your section front! 
Ruth Tisdale-- Keep banging 
out those stotics. Staff wri1crs--
we want to see more of you --
Join us for Production nights! 
If found, please return 
to The Hilltop: 
?2'i/ .\h<'l'nlllll \11•. \'l\ 
lfosh/11~1011. DC 20001 
J ellille, 'Wtm!cha. 
X.elic!bt1~whe.o':: :the 
JPtlrly? :KeJll 
Nove1nber 12, 2002 
